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ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, SEPTEMBER 5, 1D05.
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BREAKING HOME TIES

JEFFRIES TOO HIGH PRICED

NUMBER

MILLIONAIRE MERCHANT

FOR REFEREE IN FIGHT

MARRIES MILLIONAIRE WIDOW
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lie Wanted Two Thousand Dollars to See Fair
n
Play in

a Few of American

n London Town Where Only

Colony

Critt-Nelso-

Attend Their
.

Nuptials.

H'ixup.
LAW ASSOCIATION'S TELEGRAM

MARSHALL

FIELD AND MRS.

Case Against Chicago Packers For Violations of Commerce
Law in Restraint of Trade,
Postponed.

One Hundred

and Fifty Thousand

INTERNATIONAL

STORM SWEPT ISLAND IN PACIFIC
San Francisco, Col., Sept. 5. Manager Cornlonh
has received word
from James J. Jeffries that he would
fight for
the
referee
Manager Nolan, who is lookJ2.000.
ing after Nelson, thereupon announced
that the price named ly Jeffries was
Therefore, the champion
exorbitant.
Is out of the question as referee ot
the mill to take place next Saturday.
The betting is 10 to 7, with Britt at
the long end.
Urltt-Nelso-

n

CONGRATULATIONS
SENT PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.
Norway, Sept. 5. The
Christiana,
International Law Association unanimously approved cabling President
Roosevelt thanks for his good otlices
In promoting peace and for his continued endeavor in helping forward
the happy conclusion of the treaty of
peace.
We
he dispatch concludes:
gratefully congratulate you and the
American people who liave shared
sympathetically your efforts."
MORE

1

NATIONAL

MEETING

OF

LETTER CARRIERS' UNION
Portland, Ore., Sept. 5. The annual
convention of the National Association of Letter Carriers opened here
yesterday with an unusually large attendance. The delegates who represent every state in the union, began
to arrive, here Sunday, but the first
business meeting of the convention
was not held until yesterday. The convention will remain in session- - until
September 10.
Extensive arrange
ments for the entertainment of the
delegates have been made and there
will be several excursions, a trip up
Columbia river, to the Cascades, and
many special entertainments of a social nature in their honor.

IS BADLY

WEDDED

CATON

Dollars Destroyed
Incendiary Fire-Rec- ord
of Successor to
Loomis, Robert Bacon.

DEVASTATED

WAS A GRADUATED CLASSMATE OF

PACKERS' PROSECUTION
PUT OFF TO THIRTEENTH
Chicago, Sept. 5. The government,
prosecution of the Chicago packers
for the alleged violation of the antitrust laws was scheduled to begin today, but on motion of Attorney J. S.
Miller, representing the packers, the
hearing of the cases was postponed
till September 18.
PACIFIC ISLE DEVASTATED
BY SEVERE TROPIC STORM.
Agana, Island of Guam, Sept. 5.
The island of Saipan, Mariann islands,
was badly damaged by a tornado on
August 27. The United States supply steamer. "Supply," and the German
gunboat, Moewed, have been dispatched to the assistance of, the sufferers. The government house and
many other buildings were destroyed
and the groves were badly injured.
Two years must elapse before the Island can recover from the effects of
the storm. There was no loss of life.

began here last night and for a time
threatened the destruction of the bus
iness section of this city, is believed
to have been the work of a v Incendia
ry, who evidently meant to destroy
Judd's restaurant, In which the fire

ON

TERMS OF PEACE AGREEMENT AS

h

ACCEPTED BY RUSSIA AND JAPAN
Such as Have Been Generally Understood But Now Given to

the Public in

Full, For the First Time Since Plenipotentiaries Began

UNITED STATES REFUSED TO
ENJOIN MOFFATT'S ROAD
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

New York, Sept. 6. Robert Bacon,
selected by President Roosevelt to become assistant secretary of state, began his business career shortly after
being graduated from Harvard in 1880,
in the same class with President Roosevelt. Coming to this city he entered
the banking house of E. Rollins Morse
& Co., In which he was made a director later. In 1889, J. Plerpont Morgan
took Bacon into his firm. Tasks ot
the most delicate nature were entrusted to him by Mr. Morgan. Hia special
field of activity was In matters of
high finance, and railroad and industrial enterprises. Bacon retired from
J. P. Morgan & Co., in 1903, ill health
being assigned as the cause.

INCENDIARY FIRE DESTROYS
MUCH VALUABLE PROPERTY
Havre, Mont., Sept. 5. A fire which

V

REPORT PUBLISHED

Denver, Colo., Sept. 5. The parade
of the naval veterans, accompanied by
the reugiar troops of Fort Logan and
the local militaiy organizations, today
was the first spectacular feature of
encampment of the
the thirty-nintGrand Army of the Republic. The
weather was cool and the conditions
were favorable for marching. The
veterans of Shlloh made the day memorable by reorganizing a national society. The features of today's exhibitions were cowboy exhibitions, Indian dances and band conceits.

by

WHO NEW SECRETARY IS
AND WHAT HE HAD DONE

1

NAVAL VETERANS MARCH
AND SHILOH VETERANS UNITE,

'

originated, or the St. Paul hotel
Iioth buildings burned to the
ground with several others. No reliable estimate of the loss can be obtained at present, but it is believed It
will reach $150,000.

London, Sept. 15. Marshall Field
and Mrs. Martha Caton, of Chicago,
were united In marriage at noon today at S.. Margaret's church, WestCanon "Herbert-Honsleminster.
Heoson, of St. Paul's cathedral, per
formed the ceremony.
The church
was closed to the general public and
only a s.nail congregation, composed
of Imiued'atc relatives of the couple
and Ambassador and Mrs. Whltelaw
Reid an stuff, of the American embassy, wit. essed the ceremony. The
groom was supported by his son, Marshall Field, Jr. The bride was accom
panied by Augustus Eddy.,

Denver, Sept. 5. Judge Moses Hal-letTheir Peace Conference.
in the Unitel States district
court, today, denied the application of
the United States government for an
by Russia of Port Arthur and Dalny, to remain without changing national
injunction, restraining the Denver, 41
together with lands and waters adja-.lty- ;
but per contra, the Japanese gov
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 5.
Northwestern and Pacific (the Mof-fat- t
cent, shall pass over in their entirety eminent shall have the right to force
The peace treaty was signed at
road) from building through
to Japan, but the property and rights Russian convicts to leave the territo
Gorge canyon. The government engi- 4 3:52 p. m. today. M. Witte was
of Russian subjects are to be safe- - ry w hich is ceded to her,
neers had proposed to build a reser- i the first to affix his signature.
Article 11 Russia engages herself
guarded and respected.
voir in the canyon for the storage of
waters for irrigation.
Article 5 The government of Rus- to make agreement with Japan, giving
sia and Japan engage themselves re- Japanese subjects the right to fish In
Treaty by Articles.
WOOL MARKET REMAINS FIRM,
IL, Sept. 5. The ciprocally not to put any obstacles in Russian territorial waters of the Sea
N.
Portsmouth,
of Japan, Sea of Okhotsk and the
BUT IS LESS ACTIVE.
measures,
peace treaty opens with a preamble the way of geneial all nations,which
Behrlng sea.
that
be
shall
alike
for
wool
5.
Boston, Mass., Sept.
The
reciting that Tils majesty, the autocrat China may take for development of
Article 12 The two' high contract
reactive,
but
market has been less
Ing parties engage themselves to
mains firm. Consumers, both large of all the Russias, and his majesty, commerce and industry in Manchuria. new the commercial treaty existing
The
Manchurlan railway
and small, feeling that prices will not the emperor of Japan, desiring to
governments prior to
between Hub- - 'tween the two
become easier soon, are absorbing all close the war now existing between shall be operated Jointly
but ,th ""f"
Tse, ,he,war ,ln a v
suitable wools at full market value. them, and having appointed their re- sia and Japan at Kouang-TchenIn details, and
and fur- and the two branch lines shall be em-There Is considerable demand or spective plenipotentiaries,
u 'auu"
s
and higher grades, Mon nished them with full powers, which ploved only for commercial and Indus- - u'"Hl
and Japan recip
Article
r.,ao
in view of Russia
tana. Wyoming, Utah and Oregon wete found to be in form, have come trial
t'ngage to restitution of their
wools.
Fleece wools are generally to an agreement on a treaty of peace, keeping her branch lines with allroally
rights acquired by her convention prisoners of war on the payment by
ami have arranged as follows:
of tho real C0Ht f,f keeping the
Article 1 Stipulates for the re-- with China for construction of those!
r c,,Kl
B"1
cla
establlshment of peace and friendship railways, (Japan acquires mines ln'ame. ""'
between the sovereigns of the two em-- j connection with such branch lines as P"""' y locuments. The other ar
''late to the manner of ratify
s
pires, and between the subjects
of fall to her. However, rights of
vate parties or private enterprises, are ' u,e
Russia and Japan, respectively.
Article 2 His majesty, the emperor: to ne respected, uoin parties remain
of Russia, recognizes the preponder-- j absolutely free to undertake what they SASKATCHEWAN'S
ant. interest from political, military' deem fit on expropriated grounds.
'
BIRTH AS PROWINC
and economical points of view of Japan
Article 7 Russia and Japan engage
in the empire of Korea, and stipulates themselves to make conjunctive the
I l
V su-l.van.iW li.iuo
fit
that Russia will not oppose any meas- f
' :
Regina, Canada, Sept. 4. The first
ures for Its government, protection or u..T. "..
Him
Vested
by
in
Commission
of
Authority
Upon
birthday
of the new province of Sas
Acting
.
control, that Japan will deem necesc
s agree,,
mat inc. katcllt,wan am, Ue inauguration of
Aruc e
sity to take in Korea in conjunction i.illiril
i
in nit; .Miiueuui tail laowav
,.,.A.nmnm v ic
with tne Korean government; but shall belines
Governor Appointing Him Sheriff He Performs
iiiutiiiLiai Bu'viuiiiriii,
worked with a view to as--'ins
v' i .great
yesterday
brated
here
Russian subjects and Russian enter- sure
commercial traffic between them rplendor and enthusiabiu r, I in th
prises are to enjoy the same status as without obstructions.
First Official Act.
presence of thousands of vi ;tors from
subjects and enterprises of other
Article 9 Russia cedej to Japan all parts of the new pro.-.- ice and the
countries.
island,
part
of
Sakhalien
the
southern
eastern provinces, tii: ernor (lelieral
Article 3 It Is mutually agreed that
Up to late this afternoon Perfecto Cbilders, K. W. Dobson and A. B. Mc the territory of Manchuila be simul- us far north as the fiftieth degree of and tady (irey. accompanied by tho
taneously evacuated by both Russian north latitude, together with the Isl- brilliant staff ol tiio governor general
Armijo, who was appointed sheriff of Millan.
it was necessary that the discussion and Japanese troops. Both countries ands depending thereon. The right of and many prom...- :it provincial otllc-ialHernaiillo county to succeed Thomas
arrived here cirly yesterday morS. liubbtll, who was removed by Gov- bo held in the court room as the being concerned in this evacuation, tree navigation is assured in the bays
ning, and were tho guests of honor at
ernor Otero, hail not taken his office. judge's chambers were inadequate to their situation should be absolutely of La I'erouse and Tartare.
sherprithe'
accommodate the big crowd present. identical. All rights acquired by
Article 10 This article recites
the celebration.
The first official act of the new
The arguments being made before vate persons anil companies shall re- situation of Russian subject on the
Trie celebration began whh a proiff was performed this morning when
comJudge
Abbott this afternoon are not main Intact.
southern part of Sakhalien island and cession of the school children. While
Mr. Armijo, by authority of the
4
in
rights
by
the nature of a hearing, but simply
The
Article
stipulates that Russian colonists there the children were marching the govixissessed
mission of the governor, appointing
him sheriff, opened the September to assist the court in getting Informa- Itussia in conformity with the lease! shall lie free, and shall have the right ernor general and his party arrived,
on
tion
was
case
the
at issue.
and the children cheered lustily while
term of the probate court. There
The contention of Mr. Field Is that
a largo number of men present, and the
they passed in review before the honfillArmijo
is sheriff of BernalPerfecto
ored guests. After the children discorridors of the court house were
illo county; that the commission of
persed the great military and civic paed, but there was no demonstration.
IN
rade began. There were many handThe bond of Mr. Armijo was yester- the governor has prima facie effect.
Judge
Abbott before
The attorneys for Mr. Hubhell claim
day presented to
some floats, representing the various
vacancy
no
existed in the office
Industries of the provinco. The maythat official left for I.os Lunas, and that
CAR
approved. His commission as sheriff at the time Governor O'ero appointed
ors of a large number of cities, terrivacancy,
as Mr.
was also presented at the same time. Armijo to fill the
torial legislators and
This afternoon at 2 o'clock, the at- Hubhell had not resigned or died,
the Ninetieth regiment, and all kinds
contesting
therefore the executive had no authortorneys representing the
Washington, P. C, Sept. 5. The In-t- ( ized agents, and the railroads, acting of trades and professions were repreMr. ity to act.
parties met with Judge Abbot.
The streets
Commerce Commission has through the refrigerator lines, are col- sented In the parade.
rstate
Attorney
d
In
support of these contentions the
by
Armijo was represent
lecting anil receiving for the refrigera- were profusely decorated and there
l
e
to
ecr'i.g
begun
rtgard
in
Hub-belti
ttd.iv
l
attorneys
S.
were busy up to four o'clock
Neill n. Field, while Thomas
tion of fruit and vegetables lower wire a number of beautiful triumphal
chitges brought agtit.st a number of rates from some shippi is than they arches through which the procession
is represented by Attorneys W. B. citing authorities upon them.
r iiltoad ccii ar.ii
hud private con-- ( are contemporaneously receiving for passed.
In the afternoon there was a big gae.tis turning private lolbnj, stock for similar services rendered to other thering
Newsboys at the Fair.
Gathering of Labor Statisticians.
on the exhibition
grounds,
!at ion '.f fo.jil products. shippers. This is held to be In violaPortland. Ore., Sept. 5. In fixing the t rt t
San Fraix seo, Cal., Sent. 5. Labor
of sections two and three of the where the official inauguration cerestatisticians fiom all parts of the Unit the speeial dates for the exposition It is charged that the act to regulate tion
commerce !s being violated act to organize Interstate commerce. mony took place. A chic address was
ed States have gathered here to at- the newsboys of this city were not for- inter!
Another charge is that failure and presented to the governor general,
annual conven- gotten. They we:e invited for today in s.'veiiil articulars by the defendtend the twenty-firs- t
. neglect
to publish at shipping stations who ilelUcrod the principal address of
tion of the Association of Officials of and were not bashful about accepting ants. The proceeding., are being
cted against the Armour car line, and f.le with the Interstate Commerce the occasion. Then the new lieutenwhich the Invitation. They marched to the
Bureaus of Labor Statistics,
governor took his oath of office.
opened hero this morning. The con- grounds early this morning, accom- the American Ref rigerator Transport- Commission the rates and charges Im- ant
vention was called to order this fore- panied by a band, and Veiled their de- ation company, the Santa Ke Refriger- posed for the refi iget at ion of fruits A m and military review followed,
the rest of tho afterleaving no ator Pispatch and tho following rail-p- and vegetables, const itu'es a violation which occluded evening
noon by Mr. Carroll D. Wright, wuo light while marching,
In the
there was a
N
j San Francisco, of section ti of the Interstate Com- noon.
St.
They
will shortly retire f om his position doubt lis to their enjoyment.
suite dinner at the government house,
For Were admitted free of cnargo to the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, St. merce act.
as president of the
ed tigs are consid- followed by a display of fireworks and
nver twenty years he was connected grounds to most of the side shows of Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern;
The present
it is said they will a gran ball In the skating rinU.
with the federal service as commis- the "trail," and they took great pains Central of Oieorgia, Southern Atlantic ered as a test a
sioner ol labor, but was recently elect- to not neglect their opportunities. Coast Line, Seaboard Airline, Pennsyl- prove of great va.Ue in informing conJewish Women Meet.
ed to the pr'bli ney of Clark univer- When lutieh time came they were fed vania. Southern
Pacific and Kansas gress that te w laws ar. needed for
, City
Chiraeo, 111., Sept. 5. The National
I
ami in the afternoon Coventor
sity, resigning his work with the
Southern.
national control of private car lines,
to assume his new duties.
Senator Fulton and President
It is alleged that by way of rebates where combinations are made with Council of Jewish Women of the CullCoode, of the exposition,
addressed or other device the refrigerator lines railroads, affecting tho freight and re- ed Stales opened Its annual session
Tlie convention will adjourn on
t lit- )OVS.
lure today.
are acting for the railroads as author frigerator schedules.

Celebrating German Day.
Charleston, S. C, Sept. 5 This is
"German day," and is celebrated not
alone bv the German citizens of
Charleston, but also by others, Irrespective of nationality or parentage.
Many buildings are decorated with the
flags of Germany and the United
States, and everything seems to be
pervaded by a regular holiday spirit.
Many business liouses closed at noon
to give their employes an opportunity
to go to the Schuetrenplatz and assist in the celebration of German day.
The celebration is commemorative of
the first landing of Germans in Philadelphia, and is generally observed all
over the country, wherever Germans
in considerable numbers are found.
The fest will begin at 2 o'clock and
will last all the afternoon and evening. There will be music and dancing,
athletic and gymnastic contests, popular games and races and finally fire
works to wind up the day.
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HOW IRRIGATION

COTTON CROP

HELPS

A

COUNTRY

Boise City, Idaho, Sept. 5. Twia
Falls, the new town which was found-ed last year, Is Just now celebrating
Its first anniversary,, with a population of over 3,000. The town forma
fhe center of a district of over 150,000,
acres of former desert land, which la
now included in the new irrigation
district. Water was first turned into,
the great canal system in June, in
time for raising crops this year. The
Influx of settlers, however, began In
tho early part of last year. The
branch of the Oregon Short line, from
Minedoka to Twin Falls, was completed a month ago and train serr-lc- e
has been established.
This tilstrlct Is 6.000 acres larger
than the famous Salt river tract la
Arizona, which Is being placed under
irrigation by the government, and la
the third largest in the world under
one system. The principal crop for
this year is sugar beets, the railroad
paying 14.50 a ton at Its stations. The
soil and climate, "nowever, are suit
ed for the growing of all vegetable
products of the temperate zone. Most
Cotton Crop Report Published.
of the settlers are from the western
Washington, D. C, Sept. 5. The states and territories.
new cotton crop report was given out
by the estimating bureau of the de- REVIVAL OF ANCIENT
partment of agriculture.
The usual
IRISH TAILTEN GAMES
date would have been September 3,
but that being Sunday and the followNew York, Sept. 5. The Irish Aming day tabor day, the publication erican Athletic club revived
the hiswas deferred until today.
torical national Tallten games at Celtic park yesterday. The Tallten games
Opening of New Federal Building.
were to the Irish what the Olympian
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 5. The new games were: to the Greeks and it Is
federal building, Just completed, was proposed to hold these athletic games
thrown open for Inspection today. The and contest every year after this. Maarchitects, contractors and new gov- ny of the famous Irish athletes took
ernment officials held an informal re- part in the individual contests.
Among them Is Martin Sheridan,
ception in the building all day, and an
orchestra played during the afternoon the all around champion of the world.
and evening. The unfinished interior There were, among other events, a
was profusely decorated with flags and contest for the two-milsteeplechase
evergreens,
in tho evening the en championship, a wrestling ' competitire building will be Illuminated inside tion, short distance races, throwing
and outside, it is expected that the the hammer, putting the shot, throwstructure will be accepted by the gov ing the discus, also hornpipe and reel
competition.
eminent about Sept. 15.

New York, Sept. 5. Fn their weekly
cotton report Miller & Co. say: Re
ports from Texas and other states of
the cotton beit Indicate that the hot
and dry spell continues. One peculiar
result of this condition is the premature opening of the bolls, and the consequence is an early movement of the
crop.. So far it has not attained any
great volume. The spinners are hold
ing off in accordance with a concerted
plan of action, whlie the farmers, on
the other hand, while willing to sell,
are not Inclined to lower the price below 10 cents for the purpose of finding buyers. The spinners in England
as well as In this country are enjoying great prosperity at present and
they are not holding back because the
prices are really too high or their
trade unprofitable at the present
prices, but merely as a protest against
the supposed attempt of the Southern
Cotton association to control the
prices and Interfere with the law of
supply and demand.
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PRIVATE

HEARING BEGUN

LINE ICING CHARGES

FORMER JAIL BIRD
KILLS REPUTABLE MINER
Unite, Mont., Sept. 5. Over a hundred men this morning made a determined but unsuccessful uttempt to
lynch James F. Darnes, who late Sunday night shot and killed I'atriek Han-Icy- ,
as the result of a slight argument.
The Jail was taken by storm, and
lynchers, commanding
tho would-bthe broad stairways leading to the
doors of the court house with drawn
pistols fir-- d over ;.e heads of the
crowd at the police who attempted to
Inside, the mob battered at
euter.
the big mc-- ; doors without success.

In the upper corridors were stationed a number cf
puty sheriffs, with
lif'hs at.d rcve'vei s. and tili tended
to hold tho argiv crowd back.
The mob finally senl for dynamite,
on the iiiand
but tlMtt- dispute-liefailed tc re; ii j Aitliti ;n l(Ui, and

tho ringleaders abandoned the attempt aud we c
led by the poll
to d'rperse.
Karnes hails from Chieo, Cal. He
serve I two years In San Quentln prison for shooting Uert Cooper at Chico,
H;ini v
5h one of the most popular
miners in Kutte.

FATAL BURLINGTON WRECK
OCCURS EAST OF DENVER

-

di-r-

a

:

ni-o-
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i

('iiitn-beilain-

Denver. Colo., Sept. 5. Three perInjursons were kilied and twenty-oned in a rear end collision .list night at
Urush, Colo., S'( miles e;ist of here,
between a passenger anil a freight
train. both wet bound on the Hurling-toMissouri railroad.
The dead
are: Whittaker, Chillicuiln', Mo.; K.
Vaugh, colored potter, an I a colored
potter name unknown.
The passenger train, the fourth section of No. 13, was standing at the
station while the engine was taking
water and a fast freight. No. "7, crashed into a private car, the Kalubow,
e

n

partly telescoping It aud killing two
porters. The chair car aud two Pullmans atuad of the Ilainbow were
ditched. Most of the injured were
passengers In those cars.
The Kainl.ow contained a party of
eastern capitalists, under guidance of
Col. It. 1.. Huval, of the Red Moun- tain Mining company, who left Philadelphia on Saturday. One of tho in- jjuied Is H. I. Schuby, of Chllllcothe.
Mo. Kast of Urush is steep grade and
ir Is said the
.glneer of the freight
was unable to control the train iti
coming down the hill.
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PAGE TWO

HOLDS

UP GRAY

SOUTHERN

CRIME

DENYING

THIRD

BRADLEY OPERATING

HEAD,
GAIN

OF

A
OCTOGENAR.
WITH
VETERAN OF MORGAN'S COMMAND CHARGED
IAN BROTHER ASSASSINATION
THIRST FOR INHERITANCE
THE ALLEGED MOTIVE FOR TRAGEDY IN THE SHADOW OF
DEATH.

ST WET

frh

Former Telegraph Operator
of This City in Charge

Emu ilieinwori

of Mines.

lPPIInr

CONTEST

1

y

I

jln

WM. YORK

"Could one of Morgan's men, who
has facet', t'eath in so i..any forma on
many i field of frenzied fight, turn
pale now at the thought of death?"
eaya Worn. York, 77, as he looks hia
qutst'.cner flrm'y In the eye through
the bars of the Jefferson county, Kentucky, Jali, whither he was removed
lor safe keeping after b. .vg charged
with hia aged brother's assassination
near Lawrenceburg, says u Louisville
dispatch.
P.iavely he holds up his
head under the charge of the cowardly crime of Cain, this man of over
three score and ten. Then in the
of his cell ot Dight, he weakly
languishes and ncffa over his
Physicians say he will never
come to trial; that he is feeble unto
death. At home opinion Is divided upon his guilt. Many, shutting their eyes
accept his word
to circumstances,
completely that he Is innocent. "God
knows," he says, "that I could not
Btain these fcuntis with the blood of
my own brother. What rVd I care for
his money' My allotted time on earth
has passed. Tv.t a fe- - months maygo down Into
be a ear and then
the grave.'
Yet money is the motive that it is

allege, caused

murder, hope of
fortune on tin brin of the grave,
a feri.iiie that he col id at least leave
his children.
The victim of the tragedy, James
York, 86, lay asleep in the innocence
of oi l age. when someone emptied
the old man's own shotgun into his
brain. Feeling his days numbered he
had just jlanned to divide his wealth
In
iiiiiong his nephews and nieces.
Cise of death before he could accomplish this, his brothers as next of kin
would receive this wealth. It was alleged that the old Morgan raider
sought to take advantage of this.
Vm. York was in call of the house
soon after the murder, but declares
he had been all day at a county fair
with his
His arrest wa3
nrt iloiiliMl it rr n until w r ilo ra a ft At
He appeared
his brother's death.
dumbfounded at the charge. In Jail
the patriarch has the sympathy of the
other prisoners who are showing
marked attention and pity.
"The only legacy I wanted for my
children," he says, "was that they
could say at my bier, 'He was a good
father, and no act of his ever tarnished the name that he gave us."
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ROOM

son-in-la-

CROMWELL

5,

Autania:

BLOCK.

Telephone, 174.

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
1-

W.

-2

Rmllroad Ave.

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

SIMON

CAKE

WEDDING

HOPKINS

MURDER

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

.
. .
.

Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
leaks.
One gallon Devoes' Paint covers.
300 square feet two coats.
HARNESS.

LEATHER,

401)

SADDLES.

ETC.

KAILKOAD AVE

W.

Established in

&

CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Good3
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Im

ljoden's Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

HA

TO MINING CONGRESS, NATIONAL
IRRIGATION
CONFERENCE AND
OF
MILITARY
CONVENTION
SURGEONS.-

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE
LOANS

WALKER,

x-

.

Toti & Gradi,

1

'

Ros-w-ol-

Asso-ciato-

n

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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KILL
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1

Nov
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COUCH

Dr. King's

fi.-o-

r,.f

.

s

rI

,

Crom

Ofrlce

N. M.

John H. Stlngle.

Suit IB. N. T.
ATTnUN RT.AT-I.AArmllo bulliltnit. Alhiiquerqiiw. N. M.

DEPOSITORY

FIRST
NATIONAL

Room

1

M.
AND

Office Barnett htiilding.
to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
Sundays by appointment.

Paid-u-

p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.00

M.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE,
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surtceon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteosuccessfully
pathy.
All
diseases

17.

N,

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

PHYSICIANS.

9

ALBUQUERQUE,

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

Wallin;- Barnett building,
Both phones.

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Eeti- mntes cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone 7124; Hhop 11
North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.

Hours,
phones.

OF

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,
Asst. Cashier:
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEORGE ARNOT
A, M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
O. E. CROMWELL

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

tieated.

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Fhyalclan.
Whltlns; Block.

THE

VETERINARY.

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and doss treated by
the latest, up to date, app.oved, scientific methods. Office at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, ?,: auto., 122.

STATE
oi"

NATIONAL

BANK

LiJUuui:iuiji

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

CLAIRVOYANT.

O. N. MARRON, President
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

D. A.

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

The Standard
PLUMBING AND

HEATING CO.

Rankin & Co.

1

i

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNET-AT-LAW-

well block, AlbiM Jerque.

EN

'

,

ing.

First national Bank build

-

A.

I

Office,

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

Albnquerque,

ATTORNEJ-AT-LA-

N. af.

BANK

i

'

u.v.

Bryan.

THE

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward, clairBest on voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
FALL TERM.
214 South Second Street.
Albuquerque
Business College Opens
x x- -x x- -x x -- x x x x X
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman'
YD
W.
ship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Eng'
CONTItA-TOAXD
BUILDER.
R
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draw

A.

X

WITH AMPLE MEAN8

Creamery Butter
Earth.

Hlllsboro

j

...

R. W. D.

1HS2

F. G. PRATT

,

sj.

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Dangerous and Uncertain.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and
scalp diseases, DeWltt's Witch Hazel
Salve has no equal. It is a certain
cure for blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
out of a burn and heal without leaving
ing.
a scar. Boils, old sores, carbuncles,
Office and Factory
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
etc.. am oulcklv onrpd bv th nsn of
For particulars call or address
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
genuine
tne
Hazel
DeWitfs
Witch
'
. .
. .
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
Albuquerque, N. M.
as tney
Saive. Accept. no suDsutuie
'
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
are often dangerous and uncertain.
Gleckler Block, Cor. Fourth street
Sold by all druggists. .
Phones, Auto, 108; Colo., Black 2G3, and Oold avenue.
o
X- -X
X X- X
X X X X X X
GOVERNOR OTERO
ROSA FUTRELLE GIDEON,
Teacher of Piano.
NAMES DELEGATES
Commercial Club building, Albuquerque, after September 24.
.

J, .j.,

N.

'Washington, u. . Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter patents, trade marks, claims.

'

REPORTED

,..,...

F street,

3i

ATTOR.NEr-AT-L.A-

40-4-

n

--

it

ford, rooms
We desire patronage and we
Alhu auerque, N. M.
guarantee first class baking:
Albuquerque
207 S. First Street,
CONTRACTOR A BUILDER.

PAINTS,

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

VV.,

'

'

ASKED FOR INFORMATION

Albuquerque,
ATTORN
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
buhtneea pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In ai! courts of the territory and before the United Btates land

ARCHITECTS.

SPECIALTY

A

Capital and Surplus

AU-

LAWYERS.

Ira M. Bond.

5moke the White Lily Cigar

Governor Otero has made the fol- Automatic Phone 451.
lowing
appointments as delegates Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
FROM ACME CAMP from New Mexico to the eighth annual session of the American Mining
CO
GLARKVILLE PRODUCE
congress which meets in El Paso,
REGARDING
PRESENT WHEREArlzoevening
Acme,
The
other
at
Tt,xa3
1C
14
J5
OF
Novenlber
and
ABOUTS
THOMAS COCRON.
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
na, John Fitzpatrick shot and killed jg.
Wholesale and Retail.
James
Stevenson.
man
The
dead
had
kills
MaoDo.igal,
H.
Socorro;
of
T.
Mrs. Maggie Earnh'an, in a letter to been foreman at the Gold Road mine, 'jcnUSi
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
K
C.
A.
Jones,
Albuquerque;
Postmaster Hopkins, desires to learn
while in that capacity, John Fitz-,T- .
Brown. C. R. Keyes, Socorro; A.
Manager.
the present whereabouts of her broth- and
had worked for him. Trouble w. j4arrs, Kingston; George W. 602 J. B. MacMANUS,
Patrick
er, Thomas Cocron, who lived some had arisen,
South First Street Both Phones
causes
seem
to
for
which
V.
prChard.
Akers, Santa Fe; W.
J.
time ago near Trinidad, Colo. The have been of a personal nature. They
A Mclver, Nogal; W. S. Hopewell,
letter is as follows:
fought it out once before the Hlllsboro; Don H. Kedzie. Lordsburg;
had
ET.
"Kocky Ford, Colo.,
killing, but the result was not satis- - w. h. Newcomb, Sliver City; F J
"Postmaster, Albuqi.orque:
exfactory
to
man.
defeated
the
The
Davidson,
PInos Altos; J. Raynolds,
"Dear Sir. 1 wou'.d like to know if
particulars of the shooting cannot i.as Vegas; C. J. Gavin Raton
INSURANCE.
yo know a uiin by the name of Tom act
he learned as there were no wit- Secretary Mutual Building Associa,
Cocron. He used to live near Trint-U.- nesses to be
to 'National Immigration tion. Office at J. C flaldrldge'a Lum-befound except, the man Delegate
Colorado, and I ii: .irstand he Is who
did the shooting. The defendant
Conference.
yard.
married to a Mexican woman and has was
As delegates from New Mexico to
under $2,500 ball on a
a. cattle ranch. Please ask-- ..,some .,of tl'argeheldof murder.
on the the rational
conference upon immigraIt seems
,i.tM0,. .,t fi h1.
, .
, n
.
uv v.v. DI.1IHIII
...
.IVUUt?
tt
1.,.
nuiin
rt
T.
' ' "
luURlnB ,
llu""'r
by that name, either white or Mexi-- ' """J"
,
.
u
vji.ii mill nit? et'Kl limn will. ruiii;iii"i
In
iu lias ai'fiuuiLf u .
Dealers
cai. I am very rnxlcas to hear from .uvu
B. Bunker, James G. McNary, GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY
him, as he Is my I roir.or and it has They had fought once and were not LasW. Vegas;
One is dead and the' other.
Alfred Grunsfeld, Albu- GRAIN AND FUEL.
been leng time s'.we nave had any satisfied.
I,
row of li 1111 I will be er grateful is in Jail on
To
Line
B.
Pendieton,
S.
of Imported Wines, Liquors
Grimville
Aztec;
the
Fine
sensible
people,
minded
the
lor any Information.
degree 01 satisfaction gained is be- shaw, Santa Fe; John W. Pop,
and Cigars. Place your orders
"MRS. MAGGIE EARLHAM."
yond understanding.
Charles Springer, Springer;
for tils line with us.
Martin Lohman, Las duces; L. O.
Bent Her Double.
NORTH THIRD STREET
Pleasantly Effective.
Fuller, Carlsbad.
for four week, when
"I knew no one
n typhoid fever and kidNever in the way, no trouble to carI wbm"h1"V;
ney trouble," writes Mm. Annie Hunter, ry, easy to take, pleasant and never Delegates to Annual Meeting of
of PlttHburu. Pa., "and when 1 got tet- falling in results are DeWltt's
of Military Surgeons.
K
Little
ter, although I had one of tbe buit docTo represent New Mexico at the 1 SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING
tors I could get, I was bent double, and Early Risers. These famous little pills
had to rest my hands on my knees are a certain guarantPe against head- fourteenth annual meeting of the AsS. S.PEARLSTINE
when I walked. From this terrible af- ache, biliousness, torped
liver and all sociation of Military Surgeons, which
fliction I was rescued by Elctrlo hit2121, a South
Second street.
ters, which restored my health and of the ills resulting from constluatlon. will lie held at Detroit, Michigan. Sep- H
h
treng-tnn walk
Auto Phone, 328.
and now 1
14
liver, tember 25th to 2!th, inclusive. Gover- 14
tonic and strengthen
the
;
- iney --i,,,,n....
,,
.
straight as ever. They are
simply won-si
.
o,.i.i
Otero has made the following ap- XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
oun u, an uruBgi.La nor
derful." Guaranteed to -- ure stomach,
pointments:
"
liver and kidney disorders; at all drug- Colonel W. R. Tipton, surgeon gon- NEW CRIMINAL CASES
Price 600.
aa ViWma- - The
Fuehr
IN GRANT COUNTY.''"1JVnn FWHO IS CAPTAIN
jor, surgeon First Infantry, Albuquer- JAMES HERBERT QUINN?i The fall term of the Third judicial n'le; 10. L. Wood, assistant surgeon. Undertaking Company,
ll'irwt
f n t rn Gil.-.,M ..
flistHct rfVlllt-- (or f'.vutit r.i.niit.'
rii... t
The New Mexican is 111 rueipi 01 veiled at Silver Cltv ,.,!...
f i. .1 ....
c
Successors to Edwards & Fuenr,
t.t.,o.,,
infantry.
First
the following letter:
Frank W. l'aiker, presiding. There Santa Fe; 11. M. Smith, assistant sur307 West Railroad Avenue.
August 20, 1905.
are twenty st von criminal and sixty-fiv- geon. First cavalry. Las Veeas; P. M.
To the Editor.
Day or Night
cases o lithe (locket. The Carrington, surgeon IT. S. hospital, Both 'Phones.
civil
My Dear Sir Kindly Inform me if a following seven of the criminal cases Fort Stanton; F.
A. Bushnell, surgeon
There,
are other WIUTINC, IN SIGHT
ehort history of New Mexico territory have been instituted since the spring I'. S. A . Fort Bayard.
TYPEWRITERS,
was published when New Mexico be- term of court:
But the I.. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
came a nate. What I desire is to
Soothing
and . Cooling.
Territory, appellee, vs. Felix Mar.
. .
. .
rr
own, if published, newspaper clipping' tinez, appellant; Territory, appellee,
Then it has a TABi ne saive mat neaia without a scar excels thuu all.
In which the name of Judge, also Cap- vs. W. II. Rosecrans, appellant;
attach
Is De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No ULATOR nn, MIMEOGRAPH
ment,
without extra charge.
tain James Herbert Quinn of Taos,
s. Porflrio Orcadian, murder; remedy effects such speedy relief. It
would appear, lu i iuise lie is one of tho Territory, vs. defendant, not arrest- draws out
solicited. N. V. Alger,
inflammation, soothes
general am 11', 124 South Walter St.
builders of the Urriiory.
Also the ed, forgery;
vs. defendant, cools and heals all cuts, burns and
Territory,
,f
price
the papers. Any information not arrested, larceny; Territory, vs. bruises. A sure cure for piles and
..
ff Panl.lin (I'linn will ... I'rntufnllv
Interfering skin diseases. DeWltt's Is the only
unlaw fullv
.....
i.rni?ii, ne wits milieu m i aos wnn ..1,1. ...... p.' n.....o
genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
u
the
military honor. Woiil.l it be possible v
or counterfeits, they are dangerous.
Mil,
i( j
tl 7
AND CURE THE
I
LUNGS
for nie to locate his grave?
am a
.
Sold by all druggists.
, ru! y,
nk-rYou
of t'aptain U,in,,.
A ToucM
5t0ry
WITH
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
1'1'1'A ''xu '"'"N'
!
V
the. saving from death of the baoy Irl
I have opened a general repair g'nop
JUS Went Haiil.llu stn et, Halt iti.ors, of
Md. lie
A. Kyl.r, Cuinbtrlund.
Maryland.
wrlt.s: "At the mir of 11 months our on South Third street, hack of Walliuu Ktrl whs In 1rlluln heiiltli
ton's drug ftore, and solicit the trade
ii ri'iim thm.it tmuMe. and two
Take Kodol After Eating.
L. H. SHO.MAIF.Kclans s&f litr up. We were almost In of the city.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol despair, whin w? resolved to try l.r
0KSUMPTI0N
Pries
Fiendish Sufterlnq.
Dvsnensia Cure will nrevent an attack Kline's New Discovery for Consumption
OUGHSand
H"fl Colds.
COo&tl.OO
he first bottle guve Is often canm-i- l l.y sores, ulcers end canfob
""'h Bf,,.r
flf inuigibiion. Kndnl la a tnorouga
f,uir biuip-- nhe was cers. Unit eat BWiiy your skin. Wrn.
OLDS
Free Trial.
digestant and a guaranteed cure for cured and utuklI,B
m p. i feet health.
now
of Klnt Itin-kMich., says: "1 have
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the Never flli to relieve ami cure a r.iunh nej Hurklen s Arnica Halve for Ulcers,
barest and Uuickest Cure for nil
Ulir' Sores and Cancer. Jt Is the bent heal-- I
Btomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad Unu-l.'uj1 tou'e".! U"d
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-LK- S,
l'
ii K drenslng
ever found."
Soothes
111
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
orMONEI SACK.
and heals rut, turns and scalds; Zm,
j
drugglBU.
by
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS7
at all druggists; guaranteed.
POSTMASTER

UNTIL

ortioe.

.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO

Bernard 8. Rodey.

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

1

CLOSED

GUST 28.

INSURANCE,

ter to the business manager of The

1

ixij.j.eu

B. A. SLEYSTER

who was the press
taker at the local Western I'nlon Telegraph office a few years ago. in a let-

Citizen, gives some Interesting mining
news about southern New Mexico.
dated from Iteming and
The later
the following extrarts are used:
"Tlie company whom I sold the
property to, is doing a little primary
wrok, but will, commence full force,
.u
..i
Thlu
I inn
LIIC
UUUlll
in v i. i.. 7i
JJIU1. HI Cx.tomlwi.
initio will be umlt r my charge, and I
I
have studied
expect good results.
the proposition closely and believe
carry
I
out my
nni able to
that If
plans. It will prove one of Nov Mexico's big producei 3.
"Mining activity is on a fast increase in New Mexico, probably not
noticeable Inasmuch as all the new
work is not concentrated in one camp,
but as a whole 'tis better than I ever
knew. Mining machinery is coming
in over ail routes, and not only old
abandoned mines are being revived,
but new ground in all parts of the territory is being prospected and developed The old "Quarantine" b eastern Investors by reason of wrong impressions that New Mexico's veins
had no depth, lias been lifted by actual proof, and there, now, seems to
bo an abundance of capital for the district if sought out.
Territorial Fair Booster.
''El Pasoana have already begun to
tftlk about the fair, and from the In
terest manifested, you'll no doubt
have a good attendance from hero.
"I hae been talking with some mining men about conferring with the
fair managers, with a view of adding
a drilling contest to the list of features at the Albuquerque fair, and we
think that If it could be arranged,
agreeably, it would add nicely to the
attractions. There are plenty of extra good hand drill men In New Mexico, and while its a little too late to
round thorn up and get in training for
this year, it can easily be done for
next year. It was thought, too, that
Albuquerque would be a good mutual
meeting ground for New Mexico, Arizona anil Co.orado reeor-- drillers and
It would not only attract lots of mining men and miners from other states
but it would belli greatly to adver
tise New Mexico ns a mining
tory.
"Sincerely hope you had a pleasant
time during your trip east, and it I
nm not absolute. y tied up at tne
mine, will see you during the fair.
"With kindest regords, I am
"Very trulv yours.
"W. L. BRADLEY."

Dental Surgeon,
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods CotnpaDy.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.

OFFICE

V. L. Uradley,

5, 1905.

Montezuma Trust Co.

OR. J. E. KRAFT.

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8..
No. 80S Hallroad avenue Office hours
:J0 a. m. to l.:3l p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
p.
N. THIRD ST. by m. Telephone 462. Appointments made
mail.

MASONIC RUIDING.
DRILLING

ADVOCATES

lilt

nd
of
kind
Meat. Steam Sausage Factory.

All

TUESDAY, SEPT.

PROFESSIONAl CARDS

IMRHET

MEAT

MINES

VISING CITIZEN

K

Discovery

I.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting.

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

N, PEACH

H. COX, Manager.

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.CI.

& GO.

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good

brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICE8.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
and will double In price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.

xz

XX2XXXXZXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXXXXXXXZXXXXXXXS

M

H

"OLD RELIABLE

Also look where you can get Cutlery
that is and will stay sharp.
We have the exclusive agency for

the world famed T. Hessenbruch &
Co. Cutlery and can therefore sell you
the very Jest Cutlery at prices you
pay for the cheap kind. Remember all
these goods are guaranteed.
Pocket knives, such as you pay 35
to 75 cents for, here for 25 to 50 cents.
Razors, a very fine one, at
$1.00
A two dollar razor for
1 25
1 75
The finest made for
Scissors, 4 inch
25
Scissors, four and a half inch...
30
Scissors, five Inch
35
Scissors, six inch
40
Shears, seven and a half inch..
35
Shears, eight and a half inch. ...
45
Very
best butcher knives, six
inch
40
Best razor straps at 25 and
50
10
Class cutters, good quality
AT THE CASH BUYERS' UNION
STORE
122 North Second Street.
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
For reduced rates to and from all
points go to Paulsens Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bought, sold and exchanged.

WHOLESALE
Flour,
Carrie

1878

PUTNEY

L. B.

BED-ROC-

Look Out for Sharpers

ESTABLISHED

Grain

GROCER
Provisions.

and

j

the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot J
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm and Freight Wagons
HAILROAD AVENUE. '
IirTTTTTTTTTT-TTiriTIIIIIIIIIIIIITTtlTTIiriTTT-

ALBUQUERQUE.

N-

-

M

Tr

SIDEWALKS!

CEMENT

We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur prices will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

muni
)UJ

T

or

d

AUTOMATIC PIIOXK 711
gglg..l!WrW-arTT- r

RAILROAD

KM

St.

i

Fresh Meats and Sausages

!

sssm

A Specially
UNION

m

Fine Ltne
MARKET

Michael's
SANTA FE, N.

ooooc

TRY OUR

1

The

Foty-Sevent-

h

College

1

AT.

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH RHONKU
CCCKXXXXXXXXXXKXXXCOOOOCXXi

The Citizen Want Ads Bring Best Results

TUESDAY, SEPT.

EVENING CITIZEN.

AUBUQUEHOUE

6, 1905.
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

II

I!

Aibtqteiqte Always Booms in the Winter
PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST
wage earners to' make :big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
for
chance
;
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i.
i
r
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i
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i oaay, price only $iuu,
rsesiuenutj lul& cct&LtJin
nigmcmus.
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DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.
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SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.
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BRIDGE,BEACH&C05 The Memory of Quality
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Remains Long After
Price is Forgotten
With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
e
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."
eye-sor-

J. D. EMMONS

(Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co.)
Corner Coal and Second.

E&ilro&d Topics
ball with a number of other worthies
at Madrid Sunday, and after the game,
arrnrriins tn the renoit. met with a
number of other men In a saloon.!
There was considerable drinking, and
soon a row started over some question connected with the game. Lilly
started to clean out the crowd, and
with the aid of his knife he succeeded
very well. One man is pretty badly
slashed over the shoulder, but it is
believed neither Is seriously Injured.
The tiiird man was not badly hurt.
He
Lilly has not been captured.
was not liked by the train men at
Las Vegas, w ho say he was a braggart and tried to pose as a cheap sport.
If, as the reports say, the trouble resulted from liquor obtained at a Mad
rid saloon, it is well for the office! s
f Santta
ounty
,0.ok int tlliS
violation of the law.

traveling freight
and passenger agent of the Santa Fe
Central, has gone to Estanela on
business connected with hia official
position.
D. J. Aber, a former civil engineer
Of Las Vegas, lias returned
to his
home at Tueumcari from Sunnyside,
where he surveyed and staked off a
He is much pleased with
townsite.
that section of the country.
A. L. Grinishavv,
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Solomon Luna,
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;

Flournoy, Sec.

Sellers, Mgr.
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beating
and confinement, were always occurring. The culmination took
place in a general revolt that included
the entire school. Real battles were
fought between the girls and the teachers. The girls ran away in bunches
and half the police and detective
force of Des Moines were employed
in search of them. A man by the name
of Miller, who was at the head of the
was
school a political appointee
hated by evera- - girl. The proceedings
were t lie shame of the state.
Then came a man. His name Is
Fitzgerald. He has brains and a heart.
He
He has the sympathetic touch.
knows that girls, however bad, have
affection and good impulses. He knows
that their hearts are hungry for appreciation. He knows that they need
praise, sunshine, kindness.
He has
patience and pity for their wrong-doinsorrow instead of beatings. He
banished the lash and prtaenments.
He employed good will. He put the
girls on their honor. He gave them
something to do. and rewarded them
with judicious praise.
Wheu this man took charge a.l the
windows of the institution had prison
bars over tl'.em. He tore out every
liar. He caused the state to build cottages for the girls and gave them real
homes. He provided kind women teachers, who were mothers in these families. Instead of scoldings and w hippings nnd threats he provided flowers
and music. Today they cannot tell
this reformatory institution from a
well regulated girls' boarding schoo..
The result? In five years no girl
has run away. And girls who have
finished the course and gone out have
begged to come back home!
Mr.
Fitzgerald believes In the refining influence of music. Every girl Is taught
music of some sort. The great orchestra gives concerts at the state
fair and elsewhere.
Operettas and
pub;icentertainnients are frequent.
During the forenoons class recitations
are niuue. In the pfte'noons the girls
are provided the salvation of work
about the home for a couple hours or
so. Then play, recreation. When not
at work thov are too busy having a
good time to think of mischief. And
let any girl who dares take advantage
of Mr. Fitzgerald's kindness. She will
be boycotted by the entire school.
Colorado is not the only state that
has serious trouble wUh Its reformatory school for girls. Mr. Fitzgerald
says fo far as he1 ktows every other
state employs the ell prison Idea.
His work st&uds out as an exception.
And yet it is a fact that girls are
more easily reformed than boys. If
the girl's case Is considered hopeless
it Is because we have made it so. No
girl is wholly bad. What she needs is
a chance. She needs all the liberty
consistent with her own good. She
needs what every other human being
needsthat which makes life tolerable. She needs to learn that usefulness and happiness go together. She
needs to learn that It pays to be good.
And If she has tastes and talents their
deelopment wiil help her to be good.
Above all the wayward girl needs the
warmth of human kindness. Exchange.
,

About twenty more laborers, residents of Santa Fe, were sent out on
Thursday and Friday to work as section men on the New Mexico division
of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
The section force on the branch division of the road is about complete.
Mrs. J. E. Smithers. wife of Mana- ger Snithf.s. of the Casteneda hotel,
egas, left for New York city,
Las
accompanied by her children, to lie NARROW ESCAPE TO
PASSENGER TRAIN
followed by the head of the family
in about a month, all returning to Las
Vegas in about six weeks.
Tuesday's east bound passenger
train wheh should reach Needles
Mrs. K. Hayes, wife of Conductor about 8 o'clock in the evening, nar- Hayes, who is employed on the lJelen
l I Ml
nur,.,t,,,l l.tntr
in t)i
cut off. having business in Socorro, j a few nliles this sille of Iiarstow says
uays
spent severai
mere wuu .miss tne Xeedles Eye
Sadie Murphy. Mrs. Hayes was on
A broken guard rail was the cause.
way
to her home in San Marcial The engine passed over the rail all
her
having
spent
a day or two in right, but the two cars following left
after
lieien.
the track and jumped along the ties
V
for several hundred feet. The acciHIT BY TRAIN AND
train about seven
DIED AT WINSLOW dent delayed the
hours. There was no one hurt. It
Jose Matia Marina, a native of Mex- was a very fortunate accident, as unico, aged 21 years, died at Winslow der the same conditions, the cars
on the 3tth ult. from the effects of be- might have been piled up in bad shape
ing run over while trying to board a and death and Injury resulting to
freight train at' Hardy in company some of those on the train. Engineer
with two other Mexicans who were T. E. Gallagher was pulling the train
going to the Penzance rock quarry to and saw the broken guard rail a short
work, says the Mail. The coroner's time before the engine struck it.
jury rendered a verdict of accidental
death, and he was burled here by the HOW TO SAVE THE
HAD CONVULSIONS ON
county.
A FREIGHT TRAIN,
GIRLS WHO BECOME BAD
RAILROAD DIRECTORS TO
A man by the name of Sylva, who
ME-- T
AT LORDSBURG.
CONTRAST BETWEEN PRISON ME- claimed to be a railroader, and who
The annual meeting of the stockTHOD OF HARSHNESS
AND was taken from a freight train, died
In the Santa Fe hospital at Needles.
holders of the Arizona Eastern RailBRUTALITY,
WHICH
DESTROYS,
His home was in Winslow, Ariz. He
road company of New Mexico will be
AND THE HUMANE, MOTHERLY was first seen by the conductor at
held at the office of Judge Titus, in
Topcock and the officer attempted to
METHOD, WHICH SAVES.
Lordsburg, N. M., on Monday, Sepeject him from the train. The man
tember IS, l'juu, at 10 o'clock a. m..
for the purpose of electing a board of
The Denver papers tell about a appeared to have convulsions. The
directors and transacting such other great scandal In the Girls' Industrial conductor allowed him to remain, and
business. as may properly come before home of Colorado. The institution is notified the officers at Needles, on
the meeting, the Arizona Eastern is in a deplorable condition. The girls his arrival. He was first placed in
Jail, where
had another fit. After
a subsidiary corporation of the South- are brutally
whipped and badly treat that he was heremoved
to the hospital,
ern Pacific, which will build a line ed.
Investigaprevails.
Anarchy
An
from Lordsburg, down the Gila valley tion has been made by the humane so- - where he died. He told the officers
and on through Phoenix, striking the ciety concerning a recent outbreak in that he had been drinking heavily for
the past two weeks. He was buried
main lino of the Southern Pacific this this
home, and the report re- ' at Needles.
side of Yuma. The pur,ose of tho
of
ais
al)l""
aild
fllu,t!i
new line is to avoid the foothills and
Peculiar Disappearance.
heavy grade of the present route of iTiaiidKeuieui.
J. D. Hunyen, of Butlervllle. Ohio, lnld
It is shown by this report that there
the Southe: n Pacific.
peculiar disappearance of hia painis a continuous "strike" going on In tfce
ful symptoms of Indigestion and bllllons-nr- r.
the home. The girls revolt on account
to Dr. King's New I.lfe Pills. He
BRAKEMAN LILLY USED
"ys: "Thev are a perfect remedy fnr
KNIFE AT MADRID. of ttie cniti methods. These strikes riiztdmsa,
sour ntomach. heartache, conare put down by force. Whipping and stipation, etc
'. Guaranteed: at all
f,,r confining the girls in dark cells are
C. W. I.il'v. a brakoma-i- . who
Price. Jf.c.
punishment,
of
principal
methods
the last three or four months has the
been tunning out of Las Va, got The whipping Is done with rubber NEW MEXICO PEOPLE
UNITED IN MARRIAGE,
ho.-' half an inch in diameter and
into serious trouble at .Madrid on Sun
day.
Ho cut two .Mexicans and' a doub! d, "so as to make it hurt
I.
Vegas
At
as
evening.
the
colored man St ven ly with a longwore. as one of the ottlcia.s sanl. Hev. Norman Skinner other
united in mar
Each delinquent gets from twenty-fivknife and then made for the hills.
riage
It. F. Hale, of Mora, Mora conn- Lilly went to Madrid to brake on lashes upward. The regular punish- - ty. to Miss
E. Ferguson, of
prayers:
the coal run only Saturday, says the.nient is given Just after
Okla.
bi ble at rived on
In this "reformatory school" there S;ir,a IV pass The
Optic. He indulged in a game of base
i;g r train that even- are no rewards for faithfulness or Jig, the ci
t:t;ng place iiinin- neatness or good behavior. The girls diati ly on her arrival.
are
are not taught to work. They
Trot', it.
Aiite and Miss Charforced to labor. There are no aniuse- - lotte K. lllc- were
To Make Brains
married at Silver
ments; there is no recreation. What City l.iweek. T!ie groom has been
be expected of these poor girls, employed at the Silver C!tv
rill
mal
Nature uses Albumen and
who have nothing to look forward to. school, but will lake a positionno!with
w tk for, to hope for. to enjoy0
ito
the Trinidad hi.th school this fall.
Phcsptiato of Pelasfi.
There is no challenge to personal
Tlie
follow in .' marriage licenses
pride and no appeal to self respect. have
from the clerk's ofThese are found in
The oting women arc treated like fice ;i Las V gas. San Miguel coundriven cattle. There is "no fun it! be- ty: Civile Chun-and
Miss
ing goo,." There Is every inducement
Cist, Ilium, l,ih ,,f ChapHle:
for a iti to throw herself away.
Maes and Mi.-- s Antonio Car-ei:i- ,
Veves
And in-- t here Is place for euloL-- of
Grapo-NutSantiago Cnr-ulof Man'ieli-as- :
one .f the wisest, gentlest men of Ms
ainl
Krani i.s'piila Aravm,
Ms
Five years ago Iowa's
both of Ensiiiosa.
for f.irls was in the
THE SCIENTIFIC
FOOD.
It'tiies:School
of the Colorado institution.
Post wait for an explosion cook
and runaways, punished by wit a tas the humane way.
iil-l.-
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The Best Hot Weather Medicine
SALE TEN MILLION BOXES A YEAR

WITH OUIt

Pilsner Beer
Xs

CANDY CATHARTIC

Droeisti
' 707

aOWCL TROUBLES

ALL SUMR1ER

AMERICA'S PRESIDENT

OF PEACE

KEYSTONE

It what we are doing with every
one who teste ite delicloue flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but Is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartet; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.
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Southwestern Brewery
Auto. Phone 292.

Ice Company

&

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.

A'lto, 'Phone No. 316

Residence Auto. Thone No. 299
Bell 'Phone No. 115
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The best machine In the
world. .This Is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has
200,00 in use. If you
are Interested In typewri
ters call or address
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GEO.
and in the stone a From either column toward the cen- new name writted Revelation
tral point.
Till they lacked nothing, save the
mystic Joint
"That war may cease, uproar the holy
That must complete the royal arch
arch,"
and holy!
God spake, and it was uone! To left
Then from his seat beside the Fathaim rig tit,
er's throne,
Parting by ranks, the glowing Sons of
rose in majesty the Son of God;
Light
lP
Took up their burthens, and resumed As erst the eea, so now the air he
trod.
the march.
Mouui Glory s summit leached, there- Home In his pierced hands a great
white stone
on they iaid
(Ey deep Masonic art's mysterious Of stainless marble, fashioned as a
key.
aid)
Heroic stone in order. First a block He. lifted to that high and hallowed
place
Of dark, Impenetrable granite rock,
With Togo's name inscribed; Oyama's Which none beside was privileged to
grace.
then.
With Oku next, is built into the wall; And set it there for luav :i and earih
to see!
Kurokl, Nog!, Nodzu, warriors all;
A living column built of va.iaut men!
Now does tiie startb I empyrean ring
Written a"
Some space apart, of brave, though With shouts of rapture!
In gold
beaten foes,
upon
Angels
men
the stone beand
An equal structure reared they to opA white stone

401
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hold

pose.

The name of neither

Here Kuropatkin, who so oft withdrew,
Sore, worsted, to begin the strife

emperor
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amount of urfering that most women sis
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cbligcd to undergo, tne patn they l.avs to tierr If you
would you not
coull do anv'.l. "g 'o relieve that
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FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
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Finest Whiskies,. "Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.
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Iron and Bran Cajtuigsi Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cars; Shaftings! Pulleys, Grade
Pars, Babbit MeUb Columns and Iron
Fronts (or Buildings. J J J ,
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REPAIRS

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE
WORKS.

I

SPECIALTY.-
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Foundry East Side of Railroad Track

R. P. HALL Proo.

ALBUQUERQUE.

The St, HImo
'

JOSEPH IiARNETT, Prop.
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MINING
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MACHINERY
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Ful-lerton-'s

deftest skill the
rounded slowly

W. R. R. Ave.

nor

Mng!
ROOSEVKLT, the uncrowned captain
of the free,
Here Rojestvensky, with his shattered Chosen of God. doth crown that arch
of jubilee.
crew;
HENRY TUDOR.
Here stout Stoessel, trusty, tried and
true.
Turkish Nongate Is rne after a
With many a one whose fame but an- dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
gels Knew!
confectionery store and Ice
Hy

RAMSEY

General Agent for
New Mexico
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CLUB BUILDING.

City Undertaker
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A. BORDERS
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Apparently the world la Just :
ing up to the necesloy. fays the Denbegin
making
with
the
reform
sity of
ver Hepul'liran. The work of Judge I.indsey In Denver
In his remarkable Juvenile court Is attracting attention
that la more than national, and now the active reformers
are making much of the school city and Its possibili-

ties.
President Eliot, of Harvard, has approved the school
city, about which The Citizen had something to say recently, and I)r. Frank Parsons has written:
"If I am ever a boy again I hope I may go to school
whero they have that system." School playgrounds are
llng turned over to the boys to control, park playgrounds are also put in their care, and the system will
even be organized in the Philippines at the request of
government authorities.
Tho plan of the school city is simply training boys
to ideas of self government. The whole discipline Is in
tho hands of the children themselves Instead of the
teachers. The children elect their own mayor and council; each city has a charter, and this may be revoked
by tho school legislature. The child officials are held
responsible for the good or bad results, and an offlcer
who Is not tip to the mark Is quickly displaced by some
more capable end ambitious playmate.
It Is a royal game, and while playing Ifthe boy does
not realize that he Is being put on his good behavior. He
Sets his first Ideas about the honest and capable administration of the affairs of office, and these ideas are more
than likely to remain with him through life.
The whole thing is so simple that it Is a marvel that
nobody discovered It before, and yet Its possibilities
With such plans for training being
seem endless.
evolved, the future should hold fewer men whose moral
failure can be traced to lack of sufficient attention In
ljoyhood.
A consignment of 200,000 mountain brook trout fry
came recently from the Lradville hatchery, consigned to
three Colorado Springs citizens. Charles I,. Zobrlst, lessee of Prospect lake, received 200,000, which he will put
In Prospect lake. Charles A. Baldwin received 10,000,
and these, It Is understood, will be placed in the Broadmoor casino lake. The other 50,000 were consignel to
General William J. Palmer and it is understood he will
place them In several brooks which pass through den
Eyrie. Mr. Zobrlst put 200,000 young trout into Prospect
lake last year and they are now about five inches long.
Probably the hatchery at Leadvllle belongs to tho state
of Colorado. A few years ago a number of persons endeavored to get the legislature to establish a territorial
Tiatchery at some good place In New Mexico, but the legislature could not see it that way. It would have been
money well spent.

TORRANCE COUNTY NOT

SO

lRY

It Is rather remarkable that the homestead entries in
Torrance county, which has not a single flowing stream,
should cover sixty times the area of similar entries in
Taos county and almost five times the area In San Juan
county, both blessed with an abundance of flowing waof whieh is being utilized at present.
ter, not one-hal- f
New Mexican.
Commenting on this the Estancia News replies: "Not
ao. remarkable after all. In the first place the entering of
land invthls part of the territory has been retarded by
the old land grants, which have only been recently annulled. In the second place, while Torrance county has no
flowing Btreams, she has what Is much better, an inexhaustible underflow at a depth which makes It very easy
of access, for the water may either be raised with little
effort and used for irrigation, or by deep and thorough
cultivation the underflow is utilized In the manner of sub- aoiling and deep rooted plants.
"While it is true that we have had more rainfall than
ordinary this season, It Is nevertheless remarkable when
one sees the large acreage planted and tho amount of
forage and crops raised this year without any artificial
irrigation. The coming fair will be an eyeopener in this
one regard, if nothing more, even to the ranchers
Corn, beans, wheat, oats, milo maize, kaffir corn,
millet and sorphum are among the crops raised successfully this year without Irrigation. Although Torrance is
the youngest member of the whole family of counties she
will hold her own among the older members."
them-sedve-

The Las Vegas Optic asks the question, "Who has
it?" and then goes on to say: "If you happen to have in
your possession a $10,000 greenback the treasury department at Washington would be pleased to hear from you.

Somebody somewhere holds the single note above stated,
which for a considerable period the government has been
awaiting an opportunity to retire. The amount of United
States notes originally Issued In the $10,000 denominate nwas $10,000,000, and the same amoim twas issued
In $5,000 notes. Of the former there remains but one
that has not been surrendered for retirement, and only
two notes of the latter denomination are still in the
bands of the public. It' would he interesting to know
where these three greenbacks are held, If they have not
been accidentlly lost or destroyed. The largest national
bank notes now issued are for $1,000."
M. Wltte, chief of

the Russian peace envoys,

Is cred-

ited with being the only man who ever got the best of
the Standard Oil company. That company offered to pay
the Russian government for the privilege of selling oil
in that country 40 per cent royalty. "AH right," said
Wltte, "you will pay It in oil." And so, out of every one
hundred barrels of oil the company turns out, forty are
rolled into the government warehouse... Holding an
enormous reserve,
the Standard gets
Americans admire
thing else. He Is

Wltte keeps the prices down.. When
greedy, Wltte brings it to Its knees.
him for that, perhaps more than anythe original trust buster.

It is reported that two Nova Soot la men, one of
whom is an enterprising blacksmith, have discovered a
method of hardening copper. To demonstrate the degree
of hardening that may be attained by the new method
the blacksmith has forced a crude razor out of t
material, and it Is announced that this has an edge which
permits an actual snaving. J he matter is being follow
ed by the American consul at Halifax.
The New Mexican says that "there Is only one
that has less public land than Santa Fe county, and
that Is Berllllla, yet the land subject to entry in Bernal

lllo county exceeds 4i0,0on acres or enough to make
3,000 homesteads. Nevertheless, the day is In sight when
there will be no more public lauds for homeseekers in
New Mexico and when land values will be man v times as
high as they are at present.
Judge McFle has allowed Santa Fe county to appeal

to the territorial supreme court from his two preempt ory
writs of mandamus directing the county board to levy a
special tax of 20 mills each year until part of the Indebtedness of the county uiwm certain railway aid bonds held
by New York brokers Is paid. This puts off the levy at
least till next January.

Not a few students of events will be apt to agree
with .Mark Twain In his Idea that the success of the
Portsmouth peace conference Is a blow to humanity at
large and the liberties of the Russian people in particu
lar.
The highest financial authorities unite In telling the
American public that the mercantile prospects of tho
country for a year ahead are highly satisfactory, and the
industrial situation Is not less so.
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WITH LARGE ENROLLMENT

WHICH ONLY

OF THE PUBLIC
INSHOWS A LARGE
CREASE IN ATTENDANCE, AND
A GOOD YEAR IS ASSURED.

OPENING

DAY

My little '., by lies along my arm;
And looking nt her there, the glad tears press,
And like a tidal wave of tenderness,
The years of love since I lay crad ed so
I'nfathonieil love enfolding me from harm
Return and flood my life For now I know.

1"

Select a Fall Suit that will proclaim your
and do It now. Don't be one of the
laghehlnds. Come out In new clothes in time to
wear the late styles before every other man appeared in a new Suit,

principal of the
)vh Brhimi ihis afternoon Infoimed
a Citizen r porier that the enrollment!
at the high school for .the opening day
of school was seventy-five"This Is ery immhI, for the first day
of school," said Prof. Miller, "and be
fore the end of the week we expect
to have nUiiit loo pupils enrolled In
FAST OCEAN STEAMSHIPS
the high school grades.
Reports from the various schools
THEIR WHY AND WHEREFORE
over the civ also told of the Increas
ed enrollment over that of the open
Shipping Illustrated
ing day lasi year, and trie prospects
J?
are for tin largest school attendance
the coming term in the history of the
steamers mentioned in Lloyd's Albuquerqu" schools.
There nre sixty-eigh- t
Today the work of organizing the
Register as capable of twenty knots and upward. Hut classes
was engaged in, and tomoronly eighteen of them are ocean going. Fifty are vessels row the piriils will meet their teachemployed in the English channel and pleasure traffic. ers and at mice get down to real work.
It is here that recent Increase in fast speed vessels is DUKE CITY FIREMEN
chiefly observable, partly, of cour.-e- , as a result of the
WILL ATTEND CONVENTION
introduction of the turbine. As regards steamers in the
to
transatlantic passenger trade, there is little advance
THE TERRITORIAL VOLUNTEERS
be recorder, for the number of vessels of twenty knots
WILL HOLD FEATS AT LAS
und upward is now tho same as in 11W4, and compares
VEGAS DURING THE NORTHERN
as follows with lhW:
Prof. J.

A.

.Miller,

THE FALL KINKS

ISM

1903

7
G.eat Britain
5
Germany
4
1'nlted States
2
0
France
Creat Britain has still nothing faster than the Ltica-nlknots, but
and the Campania, with their twenty-twthe new Leviathans which the Cunard company is building should in due course recover for her the blue ribbon
of the Atlantic, now held by the Deutschland of the
American
company, with twenty-threand a half
fleet
knots. At least three of the Norddoutscher-Lloycan also beat any of the Atlantic steamers under the
British flag. The United States still relies on the vessels
of the American line to bring her into the first category
as regards speed, and France on the steamers of her
Transatlantic company. Four nations, as pointed out,
divide among themselves the speed honors of the Atlantic, but six boast vessels of went y knots and upward.
Belgium, for Instance, has half a dozen, but they are all
cross c'.'.annel paddle boats engaged in the Ostein! service.
Holland has three of the same type running from Flush-In;- ;
France, also by reason of her
to Queensborough.
cross channel mail boats, has seven all told. On the
ther hand, the United Stales lias on y one paddle boat
of the speed whieh is the subject of these remarks, and
Germany's figure is exhausted by the figure given in the
first table. Great Britain, on the other hand, has a total
,f forty-two- ,
ten are paddle steamers and eleven avo
:urbine driven. No other country yet owns a turbine
ifoanier doing twenty knots, and the only two turbine
.lectin going steamers in the world are the Victorian and
ihe Virginian, of the Allan line, which do eighteen k,nots.
German's superiority in matter of speed under steam
is well known, but it Is also Interesting to mention that
she likewise holds the record for speed under sail. The
Hamburg ship Preussen, .r,081 tons
huge
gross, has done 3(18 knots in twenty-fou- r
hours, and under good conditions has attained to seventeen knots an
bark Potosl, 4,026 tons gross, has
hour. The
record of sixteen and a half knots, and she has done
fine work for example, Iquique to the Lizard In
days. The Preussen has done even better Hamdays.
burg to Iquiqui In

secretary

A. M. Detit lbach,

Volunteer

Firemen's

of the
association of

o

over-plald-

1?

"

t

t

M. MANDELL
I N E CLO T II I X CJ

t
OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will

e

d

J

LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard ooti

the organization, and all agree that
Albuquerque should send a running
team ami a delegation of firemen to
this year's cetiv 1 Ion.
Mr. Ruppe said this morning that
Albuquerque should be wed represented at the lircnien's convention a'nd especially wilh a running team. For
years the Puke city bad held the honor of having the fastest team, and
:hls honor sinuid bo re! allied if possible. A meetin.t of the fuemen will be
called to consider the matter, and it
is more than iikoly tut
tmi will
soon be organized and egiu practice Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
for the trials of the convention.
square, and we are now making

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Qre
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.'
Colo. Phone, 44

Alvarado Pharmacy

i

COL HOPEWELL'S

TALLY-H-

Special Prices
On the Following

O

PARTY DKIVEN TO SHELTER

Col. W. S. Hopewell, general mana
ger of the Santa Fe Central and Ai- uuqueique Katei' miiroads, who arrived in tins city last night, to
i viiifj a tally-.ipu'-iUna atlernoon
constructing engineers of New York
l.emert S. Look, of Philadelphia, ami
George L. Brooks and Attorney O. N.
Mr. Clark is a member of the firm
.Marion, of Albuquerque.
of W. E. Baker & Co., consulting and
constructing engineers of the Empire
City, an das he, with Mr. Hopewell
and Mr. Cook drove over the line of
he Albuquerque Eastern on Saturdap,
it is quite safe to presume that ttie
firm of W. B. Baker & Co. contem
plate bidding for the construction of )
the proposed road. Mr. Cook is ac
companied by hi wife. His business
in the territory so far Is a secret.
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
The plan of driving around town
:ind to the lumber mills was interfered
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
with this afternoon, the party Icing driven to shelter by the rain,
when Just fairly started, but as Mr.
Clark and Mr. Cook remain in the
Back to God's Country.
city for a'coupie of days yet, the pilR. C. Wood and family, who owne one of the choice grimage will probably be completed
farms west of I.akewood, passed through this city last tomorrow.
Saturday evening, returning overland from a trip to central Texas, their former home. Mr. Wood stated that he KICK FROM MULE PROVES FATAL
returned to his home at Lakewood with, a feeling of satisfaction and contentment. He stated that prior to his deA telegram received this morning
parture for Texas he had a feeling that he was unsettled from Piuos Wells says that Perfecto
and had a longing to return to the Lone Star Rtate. but Sanchez, son of Juan De Dois Sanchez,
since making a visit there he is willing and anxious to a prominent sheep man of Torrance
return to Lakewood and make his future home at that county, died there yesterday aa the
result of a kick from a mule. The
place. He said that the Pecos valley "looked good to father
and mother of the boy were in
him" and that It was his Intention to improve his place Albuquerque, when the accident
further, and he was confident that within the next few
but left for home, going by
years he could have one of the best paying investments, wagon, two hours previous to the arin the way of a profitable farm, that there is In the val- rival of Ihe dispatch.
Perfecto Sanchez held a $1.0o0 polley, and far superior to that of the state he recently left.
icy in the Mutual Life 'Insurance comCarlsbad Argus.
pany of New York, which was taken
from Joseph Baer about a month ago.
Change of Heart.
Dissolution Notice.
Before the Phoenix octopus reached out its tentacles
This is to certify that Frank Derto strangle the mining industry of the territory, one
and A. C. Cox, proprietors or tn
might travel a whole day in Mohave county and hardly icks
Cut-Of- f
saloon and club at Belen, have
find an advocate of Joint statehood. All now Is changed. dissolved partnership, dissolution tak
Cuss Is the word and the slogan to send to that Plutonian ing place on September 4, by mutual
shore the brief strutter In office who serenely rests In consent, the second party to the agreeachis web beyond the reach of the tied hands of an outrag- ment assuming all outstanding
ed people. Dam ,em' let 'em Join us to Mexico, Cuba, Ar- counts and collecting all bills.
FRANK DERICKS.
kansas, Utah or h 1, Just so we can get a ballot In our
A. C. COX.
hands to banish Into sunless solitude these Incarnated
spirits of Sixteen String Jack, shades of Claude Duval
MORE EVIDENCE.
and Jonathan Wild. Kingman Mineral Wealth.
It Is Coming In Rapidly in
Building It Good.
Evidence on the folllwlng subject
If there is a carpenter around town who Isn't work
ing, we haven't seen him lately. The ranchers are keep will prove of Interest to every AlDu
ing them all busy. T. J. Heady has several men working querque reader. So many people go
on the residence for Milton Dow here in town. He also through the same experience dally
on Tuesday began the erection of a cottage for Miss This public statement should be proof
Grace Logan on her ranch. J. M. Carlisle Is putting up positive to every wavering doubter.
a cottage for A. A. Hlne on his ranch northwest of town. Read it carefully.
V. C. Wtxd. wife of W. C.
Mrs.
Ralph A. Marble Is building a nice four room cottage on
his ranch east of town, for which Wash & Childers have Wood, employed In the Santa Fe rail720
South
the contract. This speaks well for our town and valley road shops, residence
Broadway, says: "When on a visit
Kstancia News.
to Fall River, Mass., I learned that
Doan's Kidney Pills had been a houseWhat Have You for Display?
This editor, who happens to be the secretary of the hold necessity in that city for years.
Torrance County Fair association. Is anxious to got Into Naturally when a person ha3 backtouch with everyone In tho county who has anything ache themselves, and friends, acfrom a pumpkin to a herd of cattle which ho desires to quaintances and relatives continually
remedy
exhibit at the first annual fair. A number have written insist that a particularly
or told us personally that they will make displays, and shall be tried, yoti at least consent to
we would like to hear from each one. Whatever you ake a course of the treatment. I used
have, whether It is one article or a d
write and tell lean's Kidney Pills and they stopped
us about it. and we will help you. Do it now!
Kstancia an aggravated attack of backache,
only one of the many which had occurNews.
red in the past. When I came west I
brought with ma a dozen boxes of
Time to Advertise.
A trip eastward convinces one that now is
the most Doau's Kidney mils long before they
opportune time to do some effective advertising. People were so extensively known In New
are moving westward by tralnloads. Thousands from the Mexico, as at present. I liave not the
east are moving into the middle west. Those who are slightest hesitation in publicly stating
selling in the middle west are coming largely into the that I know from experience as well
plains country east of the Rocky mountains, while those as observation that this remedy can
of the plains in turn are coming Into the irrigated regions be absolutely depended upon in all
or tun mountain districts.
casiu of kidney complaint causing
Parnnngton Hustler.
bachacbe, lumbago and other symptoms which follow in the wake of that
Wise Wisconsin Law.
Wisconsin newspapers are fill Sending out twenty- - far too prevalent annoyance."
For salo by all dealers.
6U
three page supplements. A new statute, the laws enact
Co., Buffalo,
ed at each session of tho legislature are published In ev- cents.
ery paper In the state whose publisher is willing to per- New York, sole agents for the United
form that service for $100. rw decline, and thus there biates.
goes a copy fpf the session laws into nearly every home
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Tin; Wisconsin plan certainly makes lunoranre t,t law
42
la. xcsablo morally as legally.-- Rio
Grande Republican.
citizen ads bring result.
five-maste-

five-maste-

fify.v-seve- n

n

P-i- ce

gladdai

your heart and warm your doom
when its cold.
Fill your bins fo
next winter now and avoid the ruili.

a

Hamburg--

fifty-seve-

ready-for-servic- e

New Mexico, was In the city Sunday
and Monday on matters pertaining to
the annuai comti.tiun ol the association, wlileli wi.l be held at Las Vegas
during the Northern New Mexico fair.
.Mr. Dettelliach called upon B. Ruppe,
president of the association; P. F.
and other old time members of

a
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Longer coats wider collars and lapels
more
fullness than ever In the chest trousers
fuller
In the knees and front and less so on the side
vests cut slightly lower.
About the fabrics. The richest and most gentlemanly patterns that have yet appeared in the
garments.
Casslmeres, worsteds, Scotch cheviots etc., etc.
These woolens come in plain colors, neat
s
and modest broken stripes.
""Ji
'
You'll certainly be greatly surprised to learn
what $15.00, $18.00, $20.00 and $25.00 will do for
you here In buying a handsome, well cut and well
tailored Fall Suit
We're loaded with Fall Newness.

i

NEW MEXICO FAIR.

In!

Select It

SCHOOLS

Scribnrr'i Magazine

Refrigerators

$12

$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoveij.

. .

THE DRUG STORE THAT SELLS EVERYTHING NEEDED
SICK

B.

$9
.$6.75
$6
25c
at 20

China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Havlland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
$3

We give on
durable

specks

FAIRVIEW

our laundry

it is.

work?

Notice how long it

or

Try it and

keeps its
and

free

see

how

finish.
from all

wrinkles.
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THC PEOPLE TRADE WITH

I
I
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ROSBNFIBLD
THK PA"VN J5ROKKU i:
Becmupa Ma Is

The Man You Can Trust

UNDERTAKERS

Bargains in unredeemed diamonds. The largest
tatilishment in the southwest.

NOENTS
SANTA

mnd GOLD AVC.

Imperial Laundry Co
"RED WAGONS"

9TRONO BLOCK

AND

PHARMACY

ttltrffm

We turn out linen, white as snow

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE

SUPERINT

PROPS. ALVARADO

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
O. W.
STRONG'S SONS

THE

BRJGQD & CO.,

Mm

BOTH PHONES

IN

ROOM.

li

Next to fit. Elmo

118 RAILROAD AVENUE

BAR-

pawnbroker's es

BARA CEMETERIES

Large new stock just in.

MONUMENTS.

Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

Both 'Phones.
201-21-

North Second Street.

HAY FEVER FOR 27 YEARS.
New England Woman
Known
Cured of Hay Fever Cure Was
. Lasting.
The thousands of discouraged people who dread the approach of summer heeauHe they have hay fever and
cannot ilnd any relief fioni it, will
read with interest and gratitude the
following statement from Helen S.
Williams, of Mansfield, Mass.:
"For 27 years, from the month of
August until "neavy frost, I have been
afflicted with hay fever, growing
worse and worse each year, until of
late years I was unaMe to attend to
in y work during that period.
"Last summer I fortunately gave
Hyomei a trial, and I am happy to
say that it entirely cured me, and l
have had no occurrence of the disease
since."
Breathe the germ killing and healing balsams of Hyomei and get rid
of your hay fever.
The complete outfit costs but $1,
extra- bottles, 50 cents. J. H. O'Rielly!
& Co. aree to refund the money to:
any hay fever sufferer who uses Hyomei without benefit.
Well

'

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad- e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

PRICE3 LOWER THAN EVER.

lelini

J. KORBER &
WHOLESALE

& Eakin

CO

LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
OEALERS

Exclusive Apents for Yellowstone
and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
R C Hohernian and Jos. Sehlitz Milwaukee Iiottled Beers, and owners and
distributors of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue and
Salesroom 111 South Firt Strenv,
price list. Automatic Telephone 199.
Alnuquerqiie New Mexico.
We are now open for business, with
a new and second-hanline of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Cleckler building.

Furniture
Bargains.

The Finest One Day Ride in America.:
The New York
Central railroad.!
IRVAN & HAYGOOO.
traversing the Empire state from Buffalo to New York, takes tie traveler
through a country of not only beau- tiful scenery and historic associations,
hut of surpassing interest from an industrial and commercial standpoint. FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INFrom the trains of the New York
JURED.
Central may be seen many of the
Prompt Service Day or Night.
great factories, employing thousands
of men, that go far toward giving New .
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
York stato Its Industrial fiipremacy.
Automatic, 147. Boa'ding Horses a Sceclalty
Colo.
Phone, 7fi
Cities of great Importance In the
commercial world make the way, while
7V7.
highly cultivated
farms, with their: tCCOOCOOOCXDCOOOOOOOOOOOOC
substantial farm buildings, gve eviO. F. PL ATT,
DHAUER IN
dence of the wealth and prosperity of
The real cleaner and dyer. Lathe section.
dies'
and gentlemen's
fine
There Is no more beautiful or In- clothes a specialty. Portieres,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ins
teresting one-daride on this conti- lace curtains, etc. 509 Hen-driAll Kinds of Fresh Msst
nent than that between Buffalo and
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,
New York, via the New Y'ork Central,
No. 100 North Broadway.
296-2- .
and It Is always an instructive and en- Corner
wasntngxoD Atdus.
tertainlng Journey, no matter how
I
frequenly it may be made.
Now Hsxleo.
Subscribe for The Evening; Citizen. AJbuquerqus.
-

O. DINSDALE

"AMBULANCE"

Highland Livery
STABLE

DRAGOIE

General Merchandise

j

y

x
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BERNALILLO COUNTY
LEADS THEM ALL
Shows Biggest Gain in Value
of City Property of any
County in Territory.
TOTAL INCREASr WILL BE

Traveling

Territorial

V. Safford, of Santa Ft

,

$500,000

Auditor Chas.
who Is In the

city today, gave out intonating InHoarding the returns so
formation
far mnde liy the various assessors in
the different counties of the te; ritory.
"17 p to date I liave received at my
office in Santa Fe the tax rolls of fif
teen counties in the territory and am
now at work checking them," said Mr.
Safford, in talking to a Citizen reporter.
"I find that the rolls this year (show
many Improvements
and a better
clas.3 of work on the pa:t of the assessors. In the counties where the
raising of cattle and sheep Is extensively engaged In, the returns show a
heavy loss. On the other classes of
property, such as merchandise, railroads, etc.. the returns show a big
gain, and in the fifteen counties reported there is a total inc. ease of
about $3it,(ion on the assessed value.
,
"From the other ten counties to be
heard from I expect another Increase
of about $:'oo.ooo," continued Mr.
Safford, "while the assessed valuation of the territory this year will
over that of last
show an increase
year of nt least $ri()0,noo."
Bernalillo County Leads.
"Bernalillo county shows an Increase in the assessed valuation of
about $ Jlio.Mito. This increase Is due
to the Increase In value of city property. Hernalillo county shows the biggest gain in. the value of city property of any county in the 'territory,
which will of course lie good news to
the people of Albuquerque.
"San Juan county comes next, with
a gain of 25 per cent In Its net returns, while Chaves and Eddy conn-tie- s
both show laige gains. San Miguel county Is the heaviest loser of
all the counties. That county shows
a big loss In agricultural lands, and
also In sheep and cattle. The loss
of San Miguel in sheep and cattle is
the result of the recent law enacted
by the territorial legislature, which
provides that stock must lie assessed
in the counties In which they graze
and not in the counties where they
are owned, as has formerly been the
rule.
"The enforcement of this law also
affected the assessment of Tieinalillo
county to a considerable extent, reducing its increase many thousands
of dollars,
factory.
Returns Very Satisfactory.
"I think when one takes Into consideration the heavy stock losses
caused by the drouth of last year and
losses caused by the floods of last fall
and winter, the returns as a whole are
very satisfactory. Indeed. In the assessment of cattle and sheep the returns show that the losses to the stockmen of the territory have been much
heavier than has been supposed, but
with a good year ahead of us, the
losses will be partially made up."
Mr. Safford reports that he has ev
erything systematized in his office
now, and expects by next week to
have the tax rolls from the remaining
ten counties. After they have been
received find checked, Tie will itemize the rolls, as to each individual class
of property, thus making the report
the most complete ever issued in the

territory.

BOY SERIOUSLY

INJURED

llvered his Annual address. After the
customary committees had been ap
pointed. Prof. K. S. Mcintosh, of Auburn,- Ala., delivered an address
on
Dr.
"Horticultural
Education."
E.
Mead Wilcox, of the agricultural experiment station at Auburn, Ala., fol
lowed with a paper on "Forestry, In
its Relation to the Farmers of the
State."
In ,the P.fternoon Ouy L. Stewart.
land and Industrial agent of the Southern lailway, read a paper on "Marketing of Fruits;" R. I. Smith,
sta,te
entomologist, of Atlanta, da., on "The
State Work of the Entomological Bureau" of the Past Year;" A. C. Lewis,
assistant state entomologist, of Atlanta, Oa., on "Diseases of Peach
Trees," and Herbert White, or DeWItt,
Ga., on "The Propagation of Pears."
There will also bq an evening session, In which Prof. T. Gilbert Pear
son, secretary of the National Audo-bo- n
society, will deliver a lecture on
"Southern Birds," illustrated by
views. A discussion of various subjects of Interest will follow.
The convention will remain In session until Thursday.

THE
STOCK

-

MARKETS
MONEY

METAL

Closing quotations Received by Levy
tf.os., correspondents for Logan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
New York,
Sept. 5. The market
closed somewhat nervous, but ou the
whole the tone is much improved. The
sharp advance in Canadian Pacific,
a
Reading and Smelters represents
trouncing of the bears, and undoubtedly
contributed somewhat to the
ne.vousncsg of the rest of the list.
The sustained Improvement, coming after last week's selling pressure,
is very gratifying, and seems to indicate that stocks, generally speaking,
are in strong hands. It would be too
much to expect prices so soon to make
any great headway on the upper side.
A gradual
improvement, however,
seems to be the general opinion among
conservative houses.
Amalgamated Copper
83'4
,.13U:k
American Sugar
. . 90Vi
Atchison, common
Baltimore & Ohio
..1125
Ureoklyn Rapid Transit
. . 0'J8
. . 41
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Chicago, Great Western, com. .. 21 V4
c. &j b
Erie, common
51
Krie, first
83V
Louisville & Nashville
14'J
103 ',4
Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
129'j
Mexican Central
23ll8
New York Central
14'J'i
No; folk

So Vi
120

Reading, common
Pennsylvania
Rock Island, common
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas Pacific
L'uion Pacific, common
17. S. S., common

143-S-

i

J74

v.... 178

36
871
3714

1324
36:li
104

V. S. S., pfd

Wisconsin Central, common

31
56 V

O. & W

POOLING PRIVILIGES
GO TO C.

Kansas Citv Llv StnrU
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 5. Cattle
Receipts. '25.000: market 1(le lower- native steers, $4 6; southern steers,
cows, $1.7o
ti.Miif 6.10;
southern
..to; native cows and heifers, $1.75f?)
5; stockers and feedets, $2.50Sr4.25;
bulls. 12(5 3.25: calves. J2.7Jiffi.fi- weat.
ern steers, $3.25g4.75; western cows,
-

L

ROBERTS

O. F. C.

Success.

WHISKEY

MANY IMPROVEMENTS

Ar-mij- o

Hlum-entha-

-

MEETING

OF SCHOOL
BOARD LAST NIGHT

ROUTINE BUSINESS WAS
LETTIE
MISS
TRANSACTED
WATSON
APPOINTED TO SUCCEED MISS PAULINE HILLIARD.
The members of the school board
met in regular session last evening
and nothing outside of routine business was transacted. Superintendent J. K. Clark made a report of the
city teachers' institute which closed
yesterday.
The report showed that
was largely attended and
the
was successful in evety detail.
The board appointed Mi.--s I.utie
Watson as teacher, to succeed MIus
l'auliiie Milliard, resigned.
offerThe board passed a
ing a reward of $10 for information
leading to the arrest and conviction
of any person or persons caught defacing or destroying school property.
Steps hate been taken to strictly enforce the ordinance governing this
rule.

onnn

W.LTrimble&Cc

Satisfying Shoes

t

if

'f

Time, Labor
and Money

Macon,
Ga., St'pt. 5. Tlio annual
convtutiuu nf Hie (it'ori;ia Slate Horticultural society opt'iifd iUa
here this nioiniim. The convention
was calli',1 to ot.lir In the parlor of
the Hotel Lanier by the president,
and the lar;e room was crowded with
members of the boeiety. The mayor
of the city welcomed the members on
behalf of the city, and President V.
3. Uerckman responded. Then he de--

Floor Coverings

There is no other such deal

ing in

PENINSULAR RANGE
baktnf-powd-

oSa

plcts

they cost no more. In quality they are
durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
most cordially Invited to examine our new

In dollars and cents

(Uvatinc extract!

superior.
any other.
line.

In

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make aura
to hav
. jfiJifilEZa

You are

(

Prices
'

In

Plain Figures S3Q and Up

Old stoves taken
THE McBRAIN

at a fair valuation.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.

that
A

HOLLENBECK
B1LICKE

HOTEL
MITCHELL
JNO.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

LOCATION.

if

Hlt'tlf

t

Albeit Fabcfe

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS

writing materials free. Ladle. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the Hollenbeck.
Electrlo excursion
and
beach car psa the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

TO

&

CONSTRUCTION

Electrical
Plants

Little Talk, But Big Facts

Of Every Description

Our pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
An
electric sign talks in the day time and "hollers" at night. A sign
of your own choice. We hang the sign and keep It clean and bril-llaat our expense. You pay for the current used that's all. At
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the sign off your
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate basis. How's that for a
bargain ?

Agents for the

Hw,:
sj

ac

City Market

Movin'

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only th

HAWLEY, on the Corner
Albuquerque, N.

Two thirds of
her time is
spent in the

kitchen, and she is entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can be secured through
modern time
saving appli- See the Gas Man
Fourth and Cold Ave.
- ances.

1 worth of school books or more,
will
receive a handsome school bag, a H indi school iuKr, a beautiful
ivory finished blotter, containing a handsome picture, and a school
companion, which contains 1 pencil, 1 crayon, 1 penholder and
slate pencil. The above will gt with II worth of school books. lk
not forget the place.

Boat

Meals, Butter and Eggs
M.

Utttt!l ttttttttltltlltt

-

-

j

,

""

-

-

'--

y

109 North Second St.

Drayin'

Shippin'

FREIGHTS
Yn'i have

call
tht-r-

us onre, you'll
again.
Trices right;
tiu't no gougln.

Ey the Albuquerque

Transfer Men

Crocker-Wheel-

and Motors

Dynamos

store anil Kesiilence Wiring a Specialty. All Work
Fully (luaranteed.
Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"
Si e t him in Kurojiean

-

Hotel

Poor Woman

EUY YOUR

CO. I

Pumping

STORE

School Books
and Supplies

Opposite Postoffice.

305 Railroad Avenue

ELECTRIC

SOUTHWESTERN

COME TO

POSTOFFICE

'

Splendid Rsstaurant
Reasonable Prices
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and Arlzonlans spending the summer
on the
beaches are welcome to the us .of our Ladles' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and

Talk wllS the LIGHT MAN Fourth and Gold Ave.

BOOK

with

S.

C.

CENTRAL

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

WANTED.
Large garin sacks,
good
price.
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
620 South Second street.

To every person purchasing

BENEFIT GEORGIA'S
FINE FRUIT GROWERS

Stop and Think

s

ONLY

OPPOSITE

GOODS

GOLDEN RULE

If11Yt t f

: HAWLEY'S

Style

Reputation

Fit

Jacobsen Sisters, dressmakers mit
MEET KNIGHT'8 MIDNIGHT SUN
ladies' tailors, have returned to 401
SEPTEMBER 23.
North Fifth street.
"Mother was lucky" papa tought a
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
gag range.

t ttI

y

J

"Di1p, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
APPLY TO MHO
WFAI n ens
EAST GRAND AVENUE., COLORADO better cook with safe gas.
rnUNt 6Z, (3 rings), FOR PRIVATE MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
INSTRUCTIONS IN RPANIQU rwrs SEPTEMBER
23.
LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.

HailH

J

J?'

n

representative.
The main object of WANTED A ladies' Monarch bicycle,
which disappeared from 115 South
the congress this year Is to lend moral
Third street last night. Reward for
support fo the attempt of the political
return.
party now In power in France to bring
about the disestablishment and dlsen- - LOST A gold locket, with two pictures in it. Leave at this office.
dowment of the church there.

make
lu CLUB

p

J?

.$30

& EAKIN

MELINI

4.00; stockers
and feeders. J2.40(f;
4.35; Texans, $3.254.C0.
fahcep Receipts,
18,000;
market
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
weak to IOC lower! western unpen.
$4 5.35; lambs, $4.60 5.80.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $300 will
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
International Liberal Congress.
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
Paris, Sept. 5. The International
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
Liberal Congress is in session here.
trees, barn and chicken house. Best
Nearly every civilized country is repstreet In town; Incumbrance $3,000.
resented. The Rev. M. M. Mangasar-ian- ,
Address P. O. I?. 114, city.
of Chicago, Is the only American

WITH

''$bf

j

Sheep Receipts, 10,000 market was
S4 'W4 ft
muttons
nil'
lower
lambs, $3.75 7.95; range wethers,
?'!.oirr(,3.4o; stockers and feeders, $3.75
ll 6.25.

EASY

,l
LZl

I

The pnoling privileges of the terrifa "Queen QtiAtily" Shoes the
VS.
torial fair have been let to C. E. RobempfiAsIs comes on the word
STAGG CO.,
THE
GEO.
T.
Serts, of San Francisco, for $300. Mr.
"FTT." "Queen Quality" fits
Robeits Is manager for James J. Jef
oiBTiLLrrr
the
foot others do sometimes
fries, and Is one of the best known
FRANKFORT, KY.
sporting men on the Pacific coast, and
his coming insures that the sporty inclined will have no trouble getting action on their money at the race track.
It also has much to do with the coming of Champion Jeffries to umpire the
Mr. Roberts
base ball tournament.
Some Special Styles
SOLE AGENTS.
has written President Greer, of the fair
association, that Mr. Jeffries will ref
$3.50
fight in San
eree the
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Francisco, and that if the opening of
his theatrical season does not conflict
with the fair, the big fighter will come
on ,to Albuquerque ' with niim about
AUTOMATIC
PHONE 199,
September 17.
Secretary Selleis Is in receipt" of a
letter from Herbert J. Magerman, one
of the best known cattlemen in the
Pecos valley, asking that pens be arranged for his stock exhibit. He Is
going to ship a car of blooded stock
from his Pecos valley ranch, and will
be here himself during the course of
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
the fair.
A fo cp of carpenters began work
TRANSFER STABLES.
this morning remodeling the interior
of Floral hall, which will be the arena Horses and Mules boueht and exchant?-ed- .
of the largest fruit and produce exhiAddress V. L. Trimble
Co ,
bitions ever seen In New Mexico.
Shelves and tables, with 400 feet or Albuquerque, New Mexico.
space, are to fill the hall, and there
BEST TURNOUTS IN
n
will be no Bpace for merchandise exTHE CITY.
hibits. Mr. Sellers tiaid that he had SECOND STREET,
If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
BETWEEN RAiLROAb
received at least a dozen lequests for
AND COPPER AVENUES.
it is to " Queen Quality." " Queen Quality" Shoes give you
space for merchandise displays, but
none had been let.
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
of all the virtues.
A cement stone arch will be built between the Casino and the grand stand, OOOOOOC oocooocoooooooooc
and the entrance to the fair grounds
REDUCED PRICES
will be through this archway. A large
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
corral, with hitching racks, is being
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, arid you
built just south of the Casino and
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted withfind them all in ' Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
Floral hall for vehicles and horses.
out "pain, 50c. AU guaranteed.
A watchman will be kept in this corsatisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.
ral so that people of the city may
leave their rigs there without, fear of
We ask the pleasure of demonstrating this.
having the,fl stolen.
Work of getting the race track In
We have the sole right of sale. J
r
condition has been In progress
for
K
some time, and has been done with
great success.
B. F. COPP, D. 0. S.
Morses already In the stalls at TracGO.
DRY
tion park waiting for the fair meet,
Boom n. N. T. Armijo Bldg.
are working out now daily, getting In
shape for the approaching contests.
OCOOOOCOOOOOCOCOCOOOOOOO
Secretary Sellers received a telegram this morning from Palne's Pyrotechnic company, saying that the fire
for the pyrotechnic display had been
shipped, and a ttacer had been sent
after it to insure Its lafe arrival.
There are two tons of the stuff, and
the fair association is in a quandary
as to what to do with it until it can
be disposed of. The releasing of the
4.000 pounds of fire will be one of the
big features of the fair.
It is Just two weeks till the big show-Ion, and the prospects for every
for a moment What would be the use
The saving of time mean comfort.
feature being in a printe condition ate
of Inviting you to our store if we did
The saving of labor means ease. The
flattering.
not have the right
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

$1.75(Q 3.23.

IT IS
BREAD
PLOUR.

BOTTLED IN BOND.

AT GROUNDS

as Schilling's Best; no othef
BY FALL FROM WHEEL
Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago, Sept. 5. Cattle Receipts, such goods; the goods account
10c lower; beeves,
FRANK BLUMENTHAL RENDERED 1(5,000; market
for the dealing.
UNCONSCIOUS
FOR
SEVERAL J3.H0QG; cows and heifers, $1.25

HOURS AS RESULT OF ACCI
DENT LATE LAST EVENING.
While riding along Railroal avenue
last evening between 5 and 6 o'clock
Frank Blumenthal, a boy about 17
years of age, was thrown from his bicycle by striking a slippery section of
pavement In front of the N. T.
building, and sustained Injuries,
which came near causing his death.
At the time of the accident the
street was crowded with people on
their way to supper, and when the
young man fell to tLe pavement and
tailed to get up, many rushed to his
assistance, and he was carried to the
office of Dr. R. L. Hust, In the Armijo
building. The doctor made an examination of the young man and found
that prompt action was necessary.
The young man was seriously Injured in the region of the abdomen,
and an operation was necessary. This
was performed, and it will probably
l
be the means of saving his life.
rallied in a couple of hours,
and was removed to his home on the
Highlands.
Ir. Hust reported that the boy was
improved today and that he would

CELEBRATED

THE

Fair Features are Rounding
Out, Promising Flattering

Uritt-Nelso-

WOOL

PAGE FIVft

1

lestauraiit

MEMBER
W'p

I'ivo Tii'ki'ts tnr

tif

l'i;inn f'otitfst

NATIONAL

216' S. SECOND ST.
The Colorado

Telephone Company.
koom IS,

if-

-

r

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

N.

1. Armijo Building.

realize that you can get
Telephone Service today for
what you are paying for inferior
service.
Do

you

MODERN

The only Long Distance Transmitters and Receivers; Wall or
Desk Sets; Long time contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

AlAiV DUliHQUK EVENING CITIZEN.
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FAOC

has been very heavy; stock of all
kinds doing well, and prospects for
winter feed good; highest tempera
tnre, 86; lowest, 61; rainfall, .05 of an
Inch.
Gage, P. P. Oray Range grass exceedingly good; a trace of rainfall
during the week; clear skies
Oarela. Lino Garcia Very hot and
dry and soil drying out; light show
erg, but too small to he of much bene'
fit; ditches without waiter for Irrlga-tloand crops In rather bad condl-tlon-

THE EVENING CITIZEN
Dally and Weekly by

Publlnhfd

The Citizen Publishing Company
Kntared at foetofllee for tran.rnl.lon through tht
mailt as second elaaa matter.
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WEATHER CONDITIONS
IN NEW MEXICO

Rain Needed in Certain Sections, Although Crops Will
Make Fair Averages
ALPORTS FROM CORRESPONDENTS
Office of

Weather Bureau.
Sept. 4. The last
week has been dry and hot, closing,
however, with cooler weather and
showers, wiilch have afforded some
relief truni the prevailing dryness.
More rain in reeled fo.- the few late
crops and gardens and to renew the
lakes and water holes for stock. The
average temperature for the week was
somewhat more than 5 degrees dally
above normal.
Vegetation is drying up rapidly, es
peclally over the eastern slope; grass
Is fairly cured and as a rule is in
good condition, although a few report
poor grass, especially In portions of
Mora county. Stock of all kinds is
in excellent condition and the pro
pects for an abundance of winter feed

Santa Fe,

are

Glencoe, Anna E. Coe Pome show'
era In mountains the previous week;
range In fine condition and crops look,

Paper of Bernalillo County

Assoclstnl Preaa Afternoon Dispatches.
lirgett City snd County Circulation.
The Ltrjwt New Melco Circulation.
Lirgrtt Northern Arlioni Circulation.

U.

N.

S.

M..

4

well.

i

Las Vegas, Wm. Curtlss Bailey
Dry, hot week, without rainfall; high
est temperature, 93; lowest, 49; sun
shine, about 8fi per cent.
Luna, J. J. Hale Plenty of rain the
previous week; wheat lelng harvested
and yield Is good and quality good;
oats ready to cut; grass fine and stock
In good condition.
Portales,
Meeker Hlgliest
John
temperature, 99; lowest, 58; rainfall,
.02 of an inch, but heavier showers In
vicinity;
prevailing high temperatures, but week closing with showers
and high winds; report of crops are
generally good.
Hedrock, Ixiuls Chample A very
warm week, with rain threatening in
afternoons; good rain the 3ot'n, and a
light shower the 31st; amount for the
week, .48 of an Inch; corn planted on
unirilgated land will make a fair crop.
Roswell, V. S. Weather Bureau
Dry, hot
continues; rain
weather
would be beneficial; highest temperature, 98; lowest, 58; sunshine, about
87 per cent.
Santa Cruz, J. M. Amandt Very
warm; plenty of water for irrigation
and crops doing well, excepting chill;
f: nits in abundance, and mostly ripe;
Inserts dying; frequent showers in the
mountains that maintain streams; people generally In good spirits.
Santa Fe, U.,S. Weather Bureau
High temperatures the first of the
week, but close, cool and showery;
highest temperature, 84; lowest. 54;
rainfall, .of! of an inch. Temperature
averaged n.o.e than 3 ('.ogress daily
above normal. Crop conditions favora
ble; ftuits and ve?,et tides cliundant.
Texico, H. R. Putnam Weather hot
and dry; farmers have begun cutting
cor nand sorghum; range good; water
becoming scarce on account of lack of
wind to turn mills; crop yields large.
Truchas, S. Martinez Crops are
good; farmers cutting wheat and oats;
alfalfa good: goats and sheep fat and
doing fiuelyffi hot, dry weather, but
light showers.
Valley, John M. Archie Last week
very hot and dry, but a good, heavy
rain the 1st; range good and all stock

Albuquerque
Santa Fe 6.
This I? the tale of woe the Centrals
lmve to tell their supporters at Santa
Fe today. This was the score of the
second game of the series, and was
almost a repetition of the game of
Sunday, when the score was 4 to 2,
with the balance on the Duke city
end.
Yesterday's was it good game for
the rain, for the
the fans. bat-lu- g
grand stand leaked preat drops of wa- ter. The rain h.niiered not the prog
ress of the sport, however, and the
few San' a Fe fans sweat great drops
of perspiration when It came to the

If you tat
by Indlfestlon.
littlt too much, or if you art aubjact to
attacks of Indigestion, you hart no doubt
bad shortness cf breath, rapid heart beats,
heartburn or palpitation of tht heart.
Indlgtstlon causes tht stomach tt
expand swell and puff up against tht
heart This crowds the heart and Interferes with Its action, and in tht courst of
Lmt tht heart becomes diseased,

art eaused

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

NEW MEXICO.

ALBUQUERQUE,

you eat takes tht strain off
and contributes nourishment
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Cures Indigestion, Dvspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of tht mucous
dig-s-et

of

what

Watch for the Volcano
Eruption in the

the Stomach and Digestive Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of

SEPTEMBER, 18, 19, 20s 21. 22. 23. 1905

tht heart

membranes

tht

lining

Stomach.

After aarlnf, mr food would distress me by fnalrinf
my heart palpitate and I would become eery weak.
Finally I f ot a bottle of Kodol and It cava ma Imnr
Slate relief. After mini a few bottles I am cured.
MRS. L0FUN3 NICHOLS, Penn Yaa. N. T.

SANDIAS

I had stomach tremble and was In a bad stale as I
Sad heart trouble with It. 1 took Kodol Dyspepsia
Oure (or about lour motths and it cured ma.
KAUBLB, Nevada,

Monday Night, September 18

a

a

Quier Took One In the Ribs for a Base.
eighth Inning, and the Browns touched Gallegos up for one double and
two singles, netting three runs. But
the Browns' discarded twirhr did better than was expected. He had his
erstwhile colleagues guessing from
the beginning, and It looked for a
while as though he might win. The
Browns pained a run In the first by
two hits and clever base running;
two in the sixth by a dead ball, two
errors and two hits, and three In the
eighth on three hits, a dead ball and
an error.
The Centrals afo'.e one In the Ink- -

1905.

THE BIG TERRITORIAL

Ditfests

MOUNTAINS

What You Eat
rrr4

Dollar bottl. bald, St.

Je as nach at
J1lTOoala

.a th.

ot K.O.PoW IM

A FEW OF THE MANY

For sale by all druggists.

Grand Stock Show
Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament

cator. One thing especially commendatory to I'm pi re Combs Is that he is
not so lazy that lie can't follow the
ball around the diamond and see all
the nlavs from a close viewpoint, a
trait which few umpires possess.
The Pecol valley base ball teams
are having some good spoit among
themselves. A recent game between
in a
Dexter and Roswell resulted
score of 4 to 0 in favor of the former, and a game between Dexter and
Hagerman was also won by Dexter by
a score of 11 to 0. The Dexter team
up some easy
might have picked
money at the territorial' fair.

fat

OTHER ATTRACTIONS

Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish Balles Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits
Confetti Battles

W. H. GREER, President

Marching Bands
Cowboy Relay Races
Pyrotechnic
Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire

Free Street Entertainment

Ev-

ery Evening from 8 to 11 o'.
clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

D. K. B. SELLERS,

Secretary

National League,

Vermejo, H. W. Adams Highest
temperature of the week, 81; lowest,
'
48; no rainfall.
Wagon Mound, W. H. Fulweller
Meadow hay about all cut and yield
generally light; corn ripening nicely,
and beans have been pulled in some
fields, with a fair yield; range grasses
pretty wen cured, but feed not so
good as last year; cattle In good con
dition and sheep Improved; all water
holes filled; rainfall. 1.58 Inches.
CHARLES E. LINNEY.
Section Director,

At Pittsburg

R. H. E.

Pittsburg
Chicago
At St. Louis

3 10
2 4

1
1

R. H. E.

St. Louis

9 11
2 7

Cincinnati
Second Game
St. Louis
Cincinnati
At Pittsburg

2
2

R. H. E.
3

8

1

2

fi

1

R. H. E.

Pittsburg

4 10
3 3

Chicago

American League.
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Washington
At Cleveland
Cleveland
St. Louis
At Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Washington
At Detroit
Detroit
Chicago
Second Game
Detroit
Chicago
At Cleveland
Cleveland
St. Louis
At New York

DROWNED IN

good.

TUESDAY, 8EPT. 8,

2

2

R. H. E.
5
0

The Best
of Colorado

8

1

2

2

Corn, under the influence of the high
R. H. E.
temperature has matured rapidly, cut
Tilt COLORADO
0 7 3
ting has begun, and only the very late
7 12
0
fields of the higher districts
are MAN WANTED IN THE MISSOURI Umpire Combs Is Johnny
R. H. E.
now In danger, which Is indeed slight.
at All the Plays.
5 11 3
COURTS FALLS OVER A CLIFF lal inning or. a base on balls, a dead
of damage by early frost. Cutting of
1
4 10
sorgnum, milo, maize, kafflr corn and
AND IS SEEN NO MORE.
ball and two errors; one In the sixth
R. H. E.
other fodder crops is also in progress.
5 11 1
"1
oa a passed ball, an error and a hit;
Haying continues in a few of the
8
1
0
X. N. and three in the eighth on five hits
Monday Attorney
Last
higher northern districts, and much Stteves
R. H. E.
called upon to perform a nd an error. Two of these runs were
native hay of excellent quality, has peculiar was
3 6 1
that of making out earned.
been secured. A few late, small gialn papers forservice
8
2 10
With the exception of this inning
presentation to a court in
fields are also bpin? harvested, hut Missouri, showing
R. H. E.
that on a certain Benn put up good ball, and a couple of
as a rule this work Is finished.
2
7 1
hits misfit have been cancelled
Fruits and vegetables continue day a man wanted there had met his these
1
6 1
by fast fielding.
abundant and excellent and large death In the Colorado river, says the
R. H. E.
Third Baseman Neher, of the
shipments of the former are being Williams News.
4 13
6
The story of the drowning, as set Browns, narrowly escaped serious In New York
made.
9 7 0
jury In yesterday's game. In making Boston
In the document, is substantialThe following notes are taken from forth
Second Game
R. H. E.
steal to second base, Neher collided
ly as fo.lows:
reports of coriespondents
8 15
2
New York
A party of four men, composed of with SeconJ Baseman Anderson, with
Albert, H. M. Hanson Continued
5
9 4
result that he sustained a bad cut Boston
dry and hot weather and the latter Lando Keithley, Ora Kelthlek, Murt the
left the an Inch long over his left eye. He
part of August marked by the high Lincoln and Budd McCoy,
Western League,
Angel hotel at 2 p. m.. Thurs pluckily played the game out. The
R. H. E.
est temperature of the season. To Bright
At Omaha
physl
a
required
the
of
wound
services
to
day,
24,
proceeded
August
the
and
tal rainfall for the month, .88 of an
3
2
5
Omaha
In
It.
who
stitches
several
took
clan,
canyon,
inch; mostly clear weather. Most of river at the bottom of the
0
7 12
Sioux City
Albuquerque.
on
night
the bank.
the herbaceous vegetation is dry or and camped that
Second Game
R. H. E.
AB R H O A
withered. An unusual season for va The next morning at 10 o"clock they
4 5 4
Omaha
1
2
1.
1
2
0
f
go
down the river on foot Hale.
riety of Insects, without excessive started to
2
9 2
Sioux City
2
2
1
1
2
rev3
b
Kunz,
members of any one species; files in and explore the place. Intending to
R. H. E.
At Des Moines
2
3
4
1
c
11
night
Pettus,
particular not as numerous or no- turn by Sunday, the 27th. That
6 10 4
Des Moines
1
1
2
4
3
ticeable. Stock of all kinds In fine (Friday) they camped on a bench Neher, 3 b
2
3
St. Joseph
0
1
0
0
3
Saturday
Quier. r. f
condition and ranges also, as far as about a mile from the river.
R. H. E.
Second Game
8
0
4
0
0
they
camp
breaking
, ....
French,
can be Judged at present; weeds in morning after
8 15
8
St. Joseph
4
0 1 1 1 Des Moines
abundance over lower lands, under started for the river again and when Randall, s. s
7 9 1
2
4
0
0
0
mesas; highest temperature of the they arrived there Ora Keithley ven- Cosgrove, c. f
3
0 0 0 2
American Association,
week, 101, lowest, 59; no rainfall.
tured down a cliff some 2u0 feet be- Benn, p
At St. Paul
Alto, W. H. Walker Good rains the low the rest of the party, who were
gave
6
8
7 27 10 St. Paul
Totals
previous week; corn late, and would watching him. Of a sudden he
...31
1
MinneaiK)lis
Santa ' Fe.
be damaged somewhat If frost came a yell and they saw him fall about fif
O
A
AB R H
Second Game
within the next two weeks, otherwiRe, ty feet to another bench and then on
1
2
Minneapolis
4 0 0,8
a fair crop; grass good wherever the for two or three hundred feet before Sissler, c
0
5 0 1 2 1 St. Paul
ranges are not overstocked; stock of he went out of sight. The accident L. Anderson. 3 b
At Kansas City
4
1
0 0 0
all kinds fat and doing finely; sec- occurred about 11 o'clock. That was Newmeyer, r. f
4
4
0 1 2 1 Kansas City
ond cutting of alfalfa In stack and but the last they saw of him as It was im D. Anderson, 2 b
1
13
1 10
5
1
Milwaukee
possible for any of them to get to the Glerhart,
little damaged.
Second Game
5 1 0 1 0
Artesia. Will Benson Weather con- river at that point or for any one to W. Parsons, 1. f.
5
1
0 1 Kansas City
4
1
tinues sultry and very dry, but crops get out there. They all went around Alarbl. s. s
4
1
2 1 1 Milwaukee
are looking well; highest temperature. a point to see where he fell and all G. Parsons, c. f
At ColutllilU8
4
0 1 0 3
96; lowest, 5S; no rainfall and clear that was visible was the swift run- Gallegos. p
1
Columbus
days.
ning cut'ent some 1,500 feet below
0
39 5 7 24 10 Toledo
Aurora. J. C. Lucero A very hot The witnesses claim that he could
Totals
Second
Game
week with some light showers; hay ::rt have survived the fall and they
Innings.
by
Score
1
Columbus
cutting In progress In this vicinity k'l.iw ne v,j then killed.
2
cattle and sheep looking well and ev
The party hid come from Denver Albuquerque
6 Toledo
An Indianapolis
erybody jubilant
tind after visiting the canyon had in Santa Fe ..
g
13
Indianapolis
Benham, Frank Mlera Drouth very tending
fui Mi.wurl in Mon
Summary.
6
Louisville
seveie, everything dry, but stock con- day, the 28th.
Two base bits Pettus.
Second (lame
tinues In splendid condition; hay crop
Passed balls Pettus 2; Sissler 1.
2
Indianapolis
P.oposals for Building Materials,
expected; crops where Irrigated doing
Wild pitch Gallegos 1.
4
Louisville
finely; clear days and very sultry; etc. U. S. Indian School, Santa Fe
Bases on balls Newmeyer.
N. M., August 19, 1905. Sealed pro
cattle dipping begun.
Hit bv pitched balls Hale 2. Kunz
Terrible plagues, those Itching, pesBloomfield, W. A. Balllnger Nights posals, Indorsed "Proposals for Build
tering diseases of the skin. Put an
somewhat cool, but no apparent dam- ing Materials, Etc.," and addressed to Quier, I). Anderson. Sissler.
Si ruck out By Benn 11; Gallegos end
Doan's Ointment
to misery.
age to crops; some hay slightly wet, the undersigned at Santa Fe, N. M
cures. At any drug store.
and second cutting alsnit half over will be received at the Indian School C.
Left on bases Albuquerque 5; San
with a fair crop; bugs beginning to until 2 o'clock p. m. of September 13
A SOCORRO LADY
damage beans in places; all other 195, for furnishing and delivering at ta Fe 9.
DIES IN EL PASO
French;
plays
to
Double
Rau'ull
during
as
required
crops look well; highest temperature, the school
the fis
Hale
Kunz.
to
19UC,
year
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The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

DEN VER
&

RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
1

'Scenic Line of the

Colorado Southern
Railway

Shortest and quickest lint from
Santa Ft to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west Time as quick
and rates as low at by other llnea.

Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are you interested in Colorado?
Send three cents In stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Pictur
esque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pasa Agt.
Denver, Colo,

THE DINING

PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

On all through

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

v

CAR SERVICE

Woi-ld- "

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

(From the California Limited
Log Book)
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It is pecullai that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit and ve can't help It I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but I ean't abstain. The dining car service
on the California Limited is too
good to be true.
K. T. "VT.

LOW RATE

EL PASO and

S0USItRN

EXCURSIONS

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, ANb ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

VIA

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems

SANTA FE IS THE WAY
HAS RETURNED TO HIS
HOME IN ST. LOUIS.
Tii,1iq Malt

l"i Hevnobls. nf St. IxHliS.
Snnta Kb last week on le
gal business, In connection with the
Mariano F. Sena vs. the American
Turouoise company suit, has returned
to his Missouri home.

in

Notice.

LIBERAL
Fastest Schedules
DOUBLE

RETURN. LIMIT
Finest Equipment

DAILY SERVICE

Dining: Cars all the Way

On and after the 1st of September
I will be located at my new mill at
No.
South First street, and
will operate under the name of the
Mill
Superior Lumber and Planing
Co., where all orders will be promptly
filled, and I will be pleased to meet,
all of my old customers.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
COMPANY.
By G. E. GU3TAFSON.

Short Line East

Fir further information call

or address

501-50-

COMING

chil-bov-

EVENTS

September 8 The Bruno Diecknian
concert.
Septemlier 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftTerritorial Fair.
at the
September on "Romona
Elks' opera house.
APPLY TO MRS. HEALD, 805
EAST GRAND AVENUE., COLORADO
'PHONE 62, (3 rings), FOR PRIVATE
INSTRUCTIONS IN SPANISH, ENG
LISH, LATIN AND FRENCH.
IT IS
BREAD
FLOUR.

EASV
WITH

1u MAKE GOOD
HOU8I
CLUB

e

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?

V, R. STILES,

G.

& S. System,

p$g

anrj

P. A., E. P. SOUTHWESTERN
El

Paso,

Tex

SYSTEM

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
a)eMeaW'WVWlWWWa
At Consistent Prices

Third and Marquette

1?.
NEXT

RTJPPK

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

TUE9DAY, SEPT. 5, 1905.

CORBETT SAYS THAT

$100,000

WILL CHANGE HANDS

PACE SEVEN.

AMUSEMENTS

Evening Citizen Wants!

ne Cent Per Word for finch lncrHnn
opportunity to toe the scratch.
Te Insert proper classification ed for this column muni he In the office before 1 .'clock
Most of the fights were fought In
P. m. Ads phoned receive the same careful aiu ntlna tkat Is (Wee to ads brought I. oil Ice.
broad daylight and in case darkness
sctled before the men were through
FOR SALE Heating stove, Rasoline
a draw was declared, unless the men
WANTED.
change' hands on the outcome of the went on the next day and fought
By Ja. J. Corbett.
stove, refrigerator, book case anci
housefor
girl
WANTED
First class
sideboard. Inquire 7o9 West Gold
(Copyrlpht, 195, by the Newspaper fight. I have done no betting so far again.
p.
6
3
m.,
and
work. Apply between
and am not ready to advise my readavenue.
The rules have gradually been overEnterprise Association.- RobMrs.
312 North Sixth street.
A Charming Opera in Three Acts
FOR SALE Nine hole. Home Comhauled until today one can scarcely
The Indications now are that more ers.
ert E. Putney.
Old Time Ring Rules.
recognize them.
range. Inquire at 410 South
fort
money will be bet on the battle bean
experiAnd
by
WANTED
Situation
"Fights
long ago," would make
Edith street.
tween Hritt and Nelson than on any Interesting ofreading
printer.
Job
newspaper
and
enced
followers
for
the
FOR
Where
Inquire
pony.
Coffroth Has Trlteo.
SALE Saddle
fight within the last ten years. Every of
NEW SPECIALTIES HV MEMBERS OF THE COMPANY"
Address, A. C, CitiReferences.
ring. I have often wondered
115 South Sixth street.
You have got to take off your hat to
coast bettor Is raking and scraping whythesome
zen.
of
not
old
the
school
does
Jimmy Coffroth. He has surely made WANTED Experienced eastern dress FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
every cent he can find, steal or bor- prepare
Lot 3, in Block 2tf, of Huning's
row to back the native son. Money ing world.such a volume for the sport- good at everything he has undertaken
maker wants to go out by the day.
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY' EVENING
Highland addition, $400.00. Lots 7,
In
promoting
When
line.
'Frisco
the
in great bunches Is offered at even
Marquette
ave.
Address, 620 West
I recall a talk that John C. Hee-na- n
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
money, and in some places odds are
permit
a
refused
him
for
the
dining
WANTED
An experienced
gave a crowd In the days of the
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lail'e
battle, he went outside of the
discussed on Britt.
Call at this
room girl, (American.)
Olympic club of San Francisco. the county
addition. This is one of the finest
up
bought
Nelson's friends on the coast are old
land,
where
and
office between 12 and 1 o'clock.
I
anyone
At
pupil
a
that
of
time
building sites in that part of the
he is building a mammoth amphlthe-- WANTED A molding man, wood
not so numerous, but they are game who would
or
anything
me
show
tell
city, and If sold quick can be had
With New Specialties and Illustrated Songs
to the core and will cover every cent about the fighting game. After a long
turner and sash and door man. SuM. P. STAMM.
for $800.00.
In the east the conditions
offered.
company,,
perior
Planing
Mill
many
fights
of
turntale
enhis
Ileenan
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to
are reversed, and around New York ed to
South First street.
the rules of the ring In his early
larging our iKiwer plant we offer for ADMISSION
Ilrltt followers are beginning to ask days and
dining
room
WANTED
Experienced
15 and 25 Cents
n
)
&RlTTNL$0rt
to
clossecure even
power,
seemed
sale one 8x12,
odds.
Columno
girl;
apply.
need
other
er
anecattention than when relating
cut
automatic
Buckevo
I'robnbly never was there so much
bus hotel.
B)TR
if
5p1
;
off engine, for $250. Can be seen in
doubt about the outcome of a battle. dotes.
WANTED Boys.
Western Union operation
x- -x
-x-x
-x-x
x
I
X
In my possession a book of
11
at our mill. It is an ex
HflUBE
When 1 fought Sul.lvan It was 3 and ruleshave
fOilQHl
Telegraph
Co.
I
J
gave
he
me back in the '80s
Becker
The
John
cellent
marhlne.
M
WANTED A woman for general
C
C
O
At that time, or rather eariier than
company,
M.
N.
Belen,
I
housework. App'.y 610 South Broadthat period, the expression "toeing
way.
the scratch" was first used.
Today
LOST.
for
WANTED Competent woman
the words are used In a figurative
H
D23
Inquire
general
housework.
Assisted by
A
LOST,
STRAYED
OR STOLEN
Fense. but then they were Interpreted
I
Keleher avenue.
I
E,
MO
STEVENS-HIManiste.'
MRS.
MABEL
more,
face,
literally.
white
strawberry roan
M
highest
painters,
WANTED
rhree
CM
KRS-SUM.M
Sopiano.
WENTKER,
MAUD
MRS.
clipped
short,
mane
The ring was 24 feet square; In
four white feet,
wages. C. A. Hudson.
MISS HELEN PRATT, Accompanist.
long tall; $20 reward and no quesPROF. J. E. CRUM, Reader.
the center was "scratch." which was
bookkeeper,
as
WANTED
Position
tions asked. If returned to J. W.
toed when the fighters stepped up to
or general office work. Best of refMcQuade, 234 North Walter street
O'CLOCK P. M,
n
ELKS OPERA HOUSE, SEPTEMBER 8ih--- 9
do battle. There was no resin covererences. Address, CI. O. Ostendorf,
ed canvas boards to fight upon, but
520 West Copper avenue.
TAKE CONTRACTS, to clean new
a turf floor, usually grass.
Admission, 50c, 75c and $1. Tickets on sale at Matson's Wednesday,
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
buildings; I also employ the best of
Each fighter was provided with
September 6, at 9 a. m.
M
624 South First street.
Hart,
everyhelp,
oversee
personal'y
and
colors of his own fancy and these
-- X
second-nanX
WANTED
Oentieruen'a
I take contracts
thing.
to
clean
were twined about a stake, known as
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
schools, hotels, stores, residences,
the center stake. When the fight was
etc. I also distribute samples and
south of viaduct. Send address and
over, the winner carried off these ater In which to hold
what promises
circulars. 1114 South Edith street.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
colors as his trophy, and at that time to be the greatest battle
litthe wearer of the most colors was tle men in the annals of between
WANTED! WANTED1
WANTED!
the ring.
MALE HELP WANTED.
considered the premier In the ring.
Not satisfied with securing the mill,
In addition to the referee there Coffroth shrewdly set
worry
why
Wonder
people
this hot
the date of his WANTED Active agents for Russian-Japaneswere two umpires whose duties were fight for September 9th.
weather, when they should place
"admission
good
salary;
war
book;
to watch for any breach of the rules day." probably the greatest of holius. We secure po
their troubles
sample free. Address, Globe com sitions as well with
that either fighter may make and re- days in California, and announces
as find positions.
23
pany.
street,
PhilaChestnut
fer them to the referee, whose opin- that it will take place In the afterWANTED.
delphia., Ta.
ion was final. The referee was also noon.
We are still doing business at the
4 to 1 that the great John L. would enulpped with a
same number. We want your busl
watch and called
This means that the parades and
FOR RENT.
gnock my head off.
Then when I time.
nets ami guarantee to give satisfac
festivities
of
will
sons
be
the
native
met Fitz It was 2 to 1 in many places
The fighters
wore shoes with interfered with to such an extent that FOR RENT Nicely furnished front tlon. Give us a trial.
that the Cornishman would be fin- snlkes. resembling the running shoe tli v may be a
WE WANT AT ONCE.
room to lady school teacher or clerk;
rank failure.
ished as Sullivan was.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
Again at of todav. only the snlkes were not as
613 West Coal avenue.
Cofupon
Committees
hath.
have
waited
New York the betting was 10 to 7 long. When a round was over the refafe'iiing him to change the date. FOR RENT Furuish'd
room, with cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chamand 10, to G that Kitz would whip eree cal'ed time and there was a no. froth.
bath, in p;Ivate family, with or bermaid, 12 men to take cbarge of
He has tr.a.'e the counter proposition
Jeff.
Remember the result in all spcond rest, only half the time given that he will be glad In change
man to wash wagons;
without board. 020 South Third houses,
the
these cases.
teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor
the nresent day pug. Then each fight- date, providing a pimit for the bat-t.street.
Hut in the
match few er had elp-hseconds In which to toe
ts
for run ir. San Fran- FOR KENT Sunny front room, with ers, etc.
wiil come out strongly for either man. the scratch.
FIFTEEN
boa. d In private family; Highlands,
cisco.
One savs Ilrltt will do as he did beFirstcluss carpenteis Bhlp to Cali
Rut In those days the rules were
too North Arno street.
Jimmy sits back In his chair and
fornia.
fore, and another claims that in the lax and fitrhters could Indulge in smokes now, while the fellows who FOR RENT Cottages, al! furnished
long distance Nelson will surely win; more wrestling and holding than
TWENTY
for housekeeping. Best climate in
him down wait upon the niay-r.- r
turned
with but few exceptions the opinions
New Mexico.
When a fighter was oyer the
Daily mail to Albu- Mexicans railroad work thlp eafit.
and bo.irrl cf supervisors in an enare backed by money. I look to see ropes, or forced against, them In deavor to get. them to change their
querque.
Address, J. B. Block, THE SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYabout one hundred thousand dollars such a manner as to be pinned, he mlmU.
Jemez Hot Spiings, N. M.
MENT AGENCY
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very deslreable for party of young Phone 195 Red Upstairs
110 South Second Street
reciv.s to be that the new board's ac- MINER CRUSHED TO DEATH
SAN JUAN COUNTY
men. 713 West Copper.
tion is the legnl one. Mr. Hudson reFOR RENT Four room brick house,
UNDER TOfS OF ROCK
FAIR AND CARNIVAL turned ho'iie this morning New Mexbetween Second and Third streets,
Co
ican
on Tijeras avenue. Inquire ot Frank
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Tiotter.
Word
comes
from
Bernalillo
that
WILL BE HELD AT AZTEC ON SEP MAN FOUND DEAD
John Grlvet, a miner, working in Los FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for Wagons and other Chattels; also on Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N, M.
TEMBER 19, 20 AND 21.
NEAR RINCON STATION Huertas canyon,
light housekeeping, with electric SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REin. the Sandia mounliglits. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth- CEIPTS, a3 low as $10.00 and as high
was
tains,
TVlo
to
crushed
Titan
.mm.
death
Fri
Con
flirt
last
rf
A man
Amado Rodriguez day while at work in the
erford, corner Broadway & Iron, as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
a
of
try, in northwestern New Mexico, are! was found named
drift
dead at Tonuco, a station small copper mine. It seems that
private.
One
same block Congregational church. and strictly
Time:
at this 'time booming the fall fair and' near Rincon on Thursday, and was
FOR RENT From one to five nicely month to one year given. Goods rewas
working
Orivet
mine
John
the
for
carnival, to be held at Aztec, and the: brought here by a passenger train,
furnished rooms for light house- main In your possession. Our rates
of Bernalillo, and while dig
Index says:
says the Las Cruces Citizen. His neck, Donito,
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty are reasonable. Call and see us be
ging, his pick unloosened a large
Who takes pride in her bread and
Preparations for the San Juan coun-- J was broken
one foot crushed. He Douioer, causing a cave-in- .
acres, with, four-roobouse, fur- fore borrowing.
ty fair and carnival, to be held at had $38 andand
and he was
making knows the pleasure and
cake
a
in
LOAN
railroad
or
CO..
THE?
his
ticket
HOUSEHOLD
Apply
Mrs.
unfurnished.
nished
Aztec on September 19, 20 and 21, are pocket which he had bought at Silver buried under tons of rock and dirt. Be
to be had by the use of
satisfaction
Steamship
to
K.
and
524
E.
from
all
Nonis,
tickets
John street.
under full headway. Next week It Is City on the 18th of August. A coro- fore help could extricate him, lie was
parts of the world.
Empress mills flour. She knows her
dead. He was burled In the cemetery FOR RENT One nicely furnished
hoped to have the program at ranged' ner's jury was
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
summoned, who exam- at Bernalillo.
room. 214 South Walter street.
bread will be tQe whitest, sweetest,
for publication and you set it down for,
315 West Railroad Ave.
the body, but as their verdict
FOR RENT Two rooms in modern
a fact that there will be your money's ined
most
nutritious and healthful, and her
was based on suppositions, it Is not KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
cottage;
OFFICES.
water,
PRIVATE
heat, electric
hot
worth of fun, to say nothing of the' possibly known how
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
lights and bath. 209 North Edith
Open
Evenings.
to
came
he
his
GRAND
LODGE
MEETING.
on
and
exhibits
at
Aztec
fruit
other
death, further than he was killed by
.
street.
and light.
these dates.
Owing to the misfortune of Santa Fe FOR RENT Apartments , in Park
Present arrangements
TAILOR
MERCHANT
include a the train.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
lodge No. 2, Knights of Pythias, of
ball game between the famous
modern equipment throughout. H.
O'NEIlS BODY FOUND
M. BERGER
Santa Fe, having its Pythian home, or
team of Jack Slattery and a
O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSIH. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
Castle hall destroyed by collapsing,
114 West Copper Avenue.
nine. It will be a game worth
11
jv'
toet
'
RENT
Most
FOR
m
kisht
rooms
desirable
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAILgoing miles to see.
BUZZARDS INDICATE POSITION OF the grand chancellor has, by request
in city, single or enaulte, with table
"EMPRES S '
ROAD AVENUE.
The grounds and privileges superinLAST OF THE VICTIMS OF THE of the Santa Fe lodge, changed the
713
hoard.
Copper.
West
twenty-seconplace
holding
date
and
of
the
tendent, Monroe Fields, is busily arTABASCO FLOOD DISASTER.
annual convention from Santa FOR RENT Two large Btore rooms,
ranging his portion of the fair, and
I have opened a merchant tailoring
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Fe
Vegas, and from Septemto
Las
ample accommodations for all exhibBuzzards hovering over the prairie
establishment upstairs over No. 209
avenue.
Lead
its is assured.
in large numbers and making sudden ber 20 to 27, 1905. Pythians will take
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
M. B. Scott, sueprlntendent
annual
of the forays to the ground, attracted the notice that the twenty-seconpatronage
of the general, public.
FOR SALE.
of
convention
the
lodge,
grand
exhibits, Is hard at work and Is can- attention
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
of Deputy Sheriff E. O. Knights
of Pythias, will convene in FOR SALE Horse, buggy and furni- pressed and repaired. The specific I
vassing the county. He should re- Pruitt and D. M. Woods, of Agullar.
Castle hall of EI Dorado lodge No.
ceive the encouragement of every and led tn tliA finding
tht hiwlv nf the
ture. Must be sold by Thursday. use will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
one.
Harry O'Neil, who lost his life in the' 1, K. of P., at Las Vegas, N. M., Sepgarments also cleaned, and walking
1118 South Arno street.
The advertising committee is doing Tabasco, Colo., flood. The discovery tember 27, 1905,, at 10 o'clock in the
made to order. Fit guaranteed.
skirts
good work and the big lithographs was made Friday
Have had 15 years' experience In
afternoon. The morning.
will soon adoin the landscape
far body was In a fearfully mutilated conthis city. Give me a trial.
No need to fear sudden attacks of
and near. Bays Chairman Bailey.
O. BAMBINI.
dition, partially due to the work of
cholera
infantum,
dysentery, diarThe ladies' department Is in most the carrion birds.
competent handa, and the combined
Pruitt and Woods were driving In rhoea, summer complaint of any sort
STAGE LIN
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
efforts of Mrs. J. D. Thomas, Mrs. W. the vicinity of Chlcosa on the Aguilar If you have Dr. Fowler's Extract of THEIR HEALTH
RESTORED
In the medicine
H. Williams and Mrs. S. O. Pinkstaff road, when they saw the birds hang- Wild Strawberry
Carries the United States mail; only
will make the display in thrt section ing In the sky, apparently over some chest.
Happiness of Thousands of Homes Dus
a credit to themselves and to the la- object concealed In a clump of underto Lydla E. Plnkham's Vegetable Com line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
dies of the country.
pound and Mrs. Plnkham's Advlos.
brush. They drove over to the road CLARENCE KEY LOCATED
AND
Alblquerque every Tuesday and SatIN MEXICO CITY.
The aim of one and all is to make and found the object to be the body of
A devoted mother seems to listen to urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, adthe occasion one grand success from a man In an advanced state of decom-- ! Clarence Key,
who was a resident every call of duty excepting the su- dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
start to finish and show our visitors IKisition. They had known Mr. O'Neil
what kind of stuff our San Juan citi- In life, and soon identified the re- of Santa Fe during the eighties and preme one that tells her to tfuard her Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proearly
nineties,
before, tg now a health, and before she realizes it some prietor, Perea, New Mexico.
zens are made of.
mains. The body was partially pro- -' resident of the and
City
where derangement of the female organs has
tected from the ravages of the buz- -' he holds the positionof ofMexico,
The Only Way.
foreign sec- manifested itself, and nervousness and
CONTROVERSY OVER TEACHER
bards by a net work of weeds which retary at the Imperial Chinese
There Is so way to ma'ntaln the
lega- Irritability take the place of 'happiAT TRES PIEDRAS had tantil across it, but the seaven-- j
to the republic of Mexico. He has ness and smiability.
health and strength or m!nd and body
gers of the air were rapidly tearing tion
fully recovered from the severe illexcept by nourishment. There Is no
M. E. Hudson, of Tres Piedras, Taos
rwi
away
this
with their talons. Pruitt' ness which affected him
way to nourish except through the
B'5
county, was In the city yesterday to and
after he
Woods tied a rag to a stick to left Santa
Fe, and is doing very well.
The stomach must be kept
stomach.
consult with Superintendent of Public serve as a mark
to keep the birds! Mr. Key is one of the most competent
healthy, pure and sweet or the!
Instruction Hiram Hadley and Judge away, and drove and
to Trinidad to notify translatois and correspondents
strength will let down and disease
in
John It. McFie, on matters relating the coroner of their
gruesome discov- Spanish in
loss of
will set up. No appetite,
the country and in Mexico.
to the employment of a teacher at ery,
j
con- nervousness,
headache,
strength,
Tres Piedras. Mr. Hudson is a membrought
The remains were
to TrinDiphtheria, sore throat, croup. Instlpatlon, bad breath, sour risings,
ber of the new school board, which idad Saturday
and bulled.
stant relief, permanent cure. Dr.
rifting, Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
has
the teacher of last
Thomas' Electric Oil. At any drug
year wlille tr., retiring boaid elected
stomach troubles that are curab'.e are
"Now good digestion waits on appe- store.
a new teacher.
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
A controversy has tite, and health on both."
Dyepepsia Cure. Kodol digests what
arisen u.i to which o;i r t is legally
If it doesn't,
try Burdock Blood
FRUITS
AND
VEGETABLES.
The Pioneer Machinery House of the West
you eat and strengthens the whole
elect.
nut t!: concensus of opinion Bitters.
FRESH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'S
dlgee'lve apparatus.
BRITT OR NELSON
FEELINQ WILL INFLUENCE BETTINQ AND BOTH MEN
WILL BE WELL BACKED JIMMY COFFROTH AS A WISE GUY-O- LD
TIME RING RULES.

ODDS WILL NOT BE LARGE ON EITHER

L

wag declared down and was given an

Britt-Nelso-

CASINO TONIGHT
FRA DliVVOLO
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the: bible wagon
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The Happy Housewife
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers

Mothers jAre Helped

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Mrs.Ph Hoffman

Tired, nervous and irritable, the
mother is unfit to care for her children, and hercondition ruins the child's
disposition and reacts upon herself.
The mother should not be blamed, as
she 110 doubt is buffering with backn pains or
ache, headache, beariin.'-l''- .
displacement, making life a burden.
Vej.'t
E.
Pinkhaui's
tablu ComL.wlia
pound is the unfailin(f cum for this
conditiou. It strcn theiis the fe inula
org-anand permanently cures all displacements and Irrejrularitii s.
friueh
testimony as tin- following
should convince women of it 1 value:
Dear Mrs. Pinkliam :
'' I want fU-l- you bowmui-l- L' """d Lydla E.
Pinkliam'g Vft'tntile ConjMuiil tnudon 1110.
I nutfiied f"r ei'lit
:'h uvarwa
I was nrvous, t.rivi and
tnmt.Kn.
a th"Uh I could
and it did not
itand it any longer, as I La tiv children to
care for. Lydia E. i'lukliam's Vep'tabla
.f'd It Las en.
Conipuind wait ivc.ninie!jt-''tirely cured 1110. I cannot tli K you enough
(
Ictb-r what I.y.La
of
and
vour
advice
fnr
K. Piriklimit 8 WtfctaM ('"ini-'inihas i mt)
Mrs. l b. Hoffman, lou llimrud
fnr m
N.
Y."
fitrwt, Hr. klyn,
Mrs. I'inkharu advises sick women
free. Addrcoa, Lyiui, i)aa.
l
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mi
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BEFORE THE WAR Territory where Russian influence
prepoudi red, shown shaded.

WILL BE
REPRESENTED AT REUNION
The sixth annual reunion of the
Chase Clme Family association will
Huston,
lie held at lintel Yciidoine,
.Mass., at l't a. 111., Thursday, Septem-l- .
SOCORRO

EFFECTS OF TREATY ON FAR EAST

AFTER THE WAR Shaded part of may shows how Russian occupation and Influence has been driven in.

r 7,

1

Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter Supplies. Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw
Mills,
Machinery, and Engineers'
and Machinists'
Tools and 8upplles. Western agents for The American Radiator Co.
Special Catalogues on Application.
Wood-Workin-

g

'.fir,.

The K''thrln.i,'.s of tile association
I.. ...11
ti ei'.. n win ir frnm
Lh ;. Hie
ji ill 111 .it 111 ill ji'iiiil vji nut I niri
attendance and the meeting of l'jufi
Mils fair n eclipse ail Its predecess- ors. Lieutenant (Jovcrnor (Juild, of
and also representa-tivief heeral of the state fiuvcrn-meu- t
of New England will bo in attendance.
The members of the family who are
ri lib tit in Socorro are Messrs. .las.
1'. Chnse, C. T. llrown and K. C. Patter-en
and it is1 understood they wi.l
attend the family reunion.

1621-163-

I

Seventeenth Street,

9

1

DENVER,

COLORADO

MCTn:n'',yfj
m
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SttUliMH!atIB!SBl!T"?'EMWKir

Furniture!

--

NONOBAT
w

.

TRAOI MARK"""4'

PubMc Is Aroused.
t'h - putille ts uroiinHirl to a knowledge
m - JTtw.
1
A
I'l ill.- i 'ihiiii r iik nn n iiimi ui i iu
leal t"Mc. Electric Hitter., for .irk .turn- - jg
mh, li.tr ani kidneys. Mury H. W'hI- i. th cf f. It St. 1'lalr avenue. Ciilumtnis. K
l ur sovithI months 1 uhi
Oliiu, write:
Will not lump
Kiven up to die. I hitd fever unit ag".
cuy nerve, were wreckecj; 1 could
not
.u wenk
Bleep, ami my .tntrmch w
Iron Beds, Stoves anil
from untie?, doctor.' drug, that I could
t. Hoon after beginning to tnii
not
Needed About the House,
Klectito Hitter. 1 obtained relief, and In
a fhort time 1 wai entirely cured." Guaranteed at all drug .tore.. Pries 6fcc.
'

iiii-n-
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COMING,
KNIGHT'S
SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.

MIDNIGHT

BORRADA1LE

Crockery
tinTninaiiTrTir

up.
Ranges,

&

and

Art

Squares,

AGENT CHARTER

CO.,

etc.

Everything

CAK STEEL RANGES

117 GOLD J AVENUE

ALHUOUEHOUE EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE IIGHT.

.............................

LOCAL AND

I'EUHONAL
I

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednes
day, with local showers. Warmer on
Wednesday,
OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL

Good School Shoes

!

No
No.
No.
No.

:

1, from
7, from
8, from
2, from

the
the
the
toe

east, 7:30 p. m.
east, 11:30 p. m.
west, 6:45 p. m.
west, 7:65 a. m.

No Difference.

little more style, Just a little better fit. a good deal more
wear for considerably less money than you have to pay anywhere
else Is what you get by buying our shoes.
It is easy to convince yourielf. Just call and examine our stock.

Just

a

FOR GIRLS
5
8'.

to 2, $1.25 to $1.85.
2Yi to 6, $1.75 to $2.25.

to 8. 85c to $1.25.
a to 11, $1 to $1.50.

11" 2

FOR BOYS
f

8'

2

12' 2 to 2, $1.10 to $2.
to 12, 90c to $1.65.
2' 2 to 5 2, $1.50 to $2.25.

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Are those tnat have stood the test
of practical experience, in this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable la
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best in quality, the
best In flavor and the best in nutrition.
fura-Inshln-

-

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120 Bouta Second St.

Finish oil Fall

House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Mllligan'g
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wlil find it most satisfactory, inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

Office of Ostermoor

&

Co., New York, Aug. 22, 1905.

O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuquerque, N. M.

Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering Hfty "Ostermoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
with it exclusive sale for your city.
previously were being shipped
The twenty mattresses oidersd
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not include this twenty in
your order for the flity. We trust this will be satisfactory to you, as
it means that we must refuse to Bhip any other ordeis from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the work on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTERMOOrt
CO.

O. W. STRONG'S
4tTs

Furniture
Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

SONS

I iAL M

r

$

Installment
A

Specialty

:

DIAMONDS
Diamondt are always in order. Tt can talk Diamond lo you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
setting them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

any
are
and
our

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

&lPl&IVT
I

tkta

U

M

Leading
Wf

.

Jeweler,

RAILROAD AVENUE

Oh, woman, In your hours of ease,
I'ncertaln, coy, and hard to please,
In all the other hours we name
Alas: whv, you are just the same.
Life.
Colonel W. M. Merger, the Helen attorney and editor, was In the city last
night on business.
Dr. W. H. Ra'lollffe, physician for
the Santa Fe at Helen, is an Albuquerque visitor for the daj.
Frank Dericks, of the cut-of- f
saloon
of Helen, was an arrival from the south
this morning on train No. 22.
Regular review of Alamo hive No.
1, will lie beld at Odd Fellows' hall

afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Prof. T. L. Krehs will meet all members of the Woman's club tomorrow
afternoon at 3 o'clock, In the club
rooms.
There will be a regular meeting of
the city council in the council chambers at the city hall at 8 o'clock this
evening.
The
Benevolent so
ciety will meet tomorrow morning at
9:30 o'clock In the ofllce of Attorney
F. W. Clancy
Miss Nellie Ralston, of East Rail
road avenue, left this morning for a
visit of six weeks to friends at Omaha,
Neb., and Chicago.
Charles V. Safford, traveling terri
torial auditor, cme down from Santa
Fe last night and transacted official
business here today.
Miss Jennie Holzman, sister of Mrs.
Samuel Neustadt, of this city, has returned to her home at Lag Vegas,
after a visit to Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley B. Weld, of
Sallria, Colo., are Id the city on a visit
to Mr. and Mis. K. J. Gibson. Mrs.
Gibson Is Mrs. Weld's mother.
Thomas Seary, commissary agent
for
Construction
the Lantry-Sharcompany, at Helen, transacted busl- Lness in the city this morning.
George Ainot, mnnager of the local
house of Gross, Kelly & Co., who was
at Las Vesas Sunday and Monday, returned to the city last night,
Maynard Gunsul returned this morning lroin a business trip which detained him in the east and In western New Mexico for several months.
Manuel R. Otero, register of the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
returned to the capital this morning,
alter spending yesterday in the city
on a visit to his family.
Mrs. R. L. Hust, wife of Dr. Hust,
who has been spending the summer
on a visit to friends In Kansas City,
Arkansas and Peoria, 111., is expected
home. tomorrow night.
Vince Damlano and H. A. M. Palla- dlno, two well known young men of
this city, left last night for Denver,
where they will visit friends and take
In the G. A. R. encampment.
Hon. Felix Martinez, formerly of
Las Vegas, but for the past few years
residing at El Paso, passed down the
road for the Pass City Sunday night.
He was at Las Vegas on business.
Mrs. Oscar Durand, of St. Martln- vllle, La., has arrived In the city and
Is a guest at the home of Dr. D. C.
Lalibe and family. Mrs. Durand in
tends spending she winter in Albu
querque.
C. K. Durbln, of Denver, president
Gas, Electric
of the Albuquerque
Light & Power company, arrived in
the city last night and will look after
his business Interests here for several dayB.
Mrs. L. B. Stern returned this morn
ing from a visit to her parents at Socorro. Mrs. Stern is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Price, of Price
Bros., bankers and merchants of So
corro.
Thomas F. Keleher, Sr., and sister,
Miss Katherine, returned last night
from a three weeks' sojourn at the
Jemez hot springs. Both return much
Improved in health as a result of
their outing.
A force of Albuquerque stone ma
sons are working at Grants constructing several large lime kilns for the
New Mexico Pumice Stone company.
E. B. Cristy of this city, is president
of the company.
Mrs. L. J. Rummell, accompanied by
her daughter, Mrs. E. L. Knight, left
last night for Denver. Mrs. Rummell
Our kangaroo calf shoes for boys
are as strong as it is possible to
make a shoe. Only the stoutest materials are used in their construction
and they are put together in such a
way that '.' is next to Impossible to
wear them out. They look neat and
fit well. 13 to 2, $1.85; 2 to 5A, $2.
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

the Albuquerque chap--J
n.nvnntlim
.
rt. that
...o
nan""'1'
ine
Woman's Relief Corps.
B. Spitz, mnnager of the dry Kmi
store oiiu. nield & company, returned
last nlRht from New York, where he
has been for several weeks buying
the fall and winter stork for the
bl
store lii this city. Mr.
Spits report that he purchased the
...ai-ket- s
inifwi, creaii"iis in
and tun: the store will have the
most up to dn'e stock of goods this
fall and winter that It has ever carried.
G. W. Gooiln anil wife, evangelists
of San Antonio. Texas, have arrived
In the city ami tonight will conduct!
seivlce8 In th Salvation Army 'flail, '
o'clock. The pubcommencing n'
lic Is cordially invited to attend the
meeting.
Vance Vi!"ti. a clerk at the Santa
Fe freight oHiee, left this morning for
McPherson, Kan., his old home, where
he will visit friends three weeks. It
Is said among the railroad boys that
Mr. Wilson will nut return to the territory a bachelor.
M. GussarotT, the Railroad avenue
cigar merchant, has gone to Denver,
where he will purchase a large stock
of tobacco and also hire fifteen cigar
makers for his factory in this city.
Mr. Gussaroff recently liought out the
R. Massey & company cigar firm.
George K. Nelier writes a friend In
the city from Portland that he is Just
off the "trail," and that he Is having
a good time. The postal card bears
Mr. Neher'g picture, which evidently
was taken while Mr. Neher came down
tbe "trail" perched upon a camel.
Mrs. O. 1). Ltuzzell, of 11G North
Sixth street, is enjoying a visit fiom
her uncle anil aunt, Dr. and Mrs. G.
L. Splnlng, of
South Orange, N. J.
Dr. Splnlng is returned from California, where he was sent by the Interior
department to Investigate the condition of the Pima Indians on their

We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

ier

Bl

com-Panv- 's
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g y.75

EXPERIMENT
Twenty years of success
from Maine to California is

$2'5

$2-7-

3-

-

$3--

$400

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street
r iirmimwC!'MMr-'M1-

110 West Gold Avenue

A apic, span fresh line, of new all wool suits In fancy
casslmerea
and cheviots, In many different fall shapes have Just arrived and
been placed on aale at from

25 Ounces for 25 cenis
8AVH THB COUPONS.

$3:2

Ike H. Graham, of the Grham Bros.'
cluli rooms In this city, who has been
spending several weeks on a visit to
relatives at bis old home In Danville,
111., is expected home tomorrow night.
COMING,
KNIGHT'S
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

to

$6-0-

Each

2

Every garment to meet your highest expectation of superior

MIDNIGHT

Special Knee

The Spanish classes In the business
college will be started tomorrow, one
at 9 o'clock In the morning and the
other at 7 o'clock in the evening.
Other classes will be formed to suit
A. MONTOYA.
students.

Special Mother'a Friend

PANTS
A

WAISTS

counter heaping over with the
75 cent quality at

50c

WE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT FOR
FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOKAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
BEAUTY
UNSURPASSABLE.
GREEN LABEL ON ALL
W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
A. J. MALOY.

A

Any waist

j8

In the house,
r
white, worth "P to 90 cents

Each

exclud-regula-

50c

complete new line of Boys' Hats, Shoes and Caps, now on sale

SIMON STERN

SUN

THE RAILROAD AVENUE CLOTHIER

PLUMBING

This city was visited by a very
heavy rain this afternoon, and within
a short space of time the streets were
running streams of water. For half
an hour it was the heaviest rain, mingled with hail, experienced In the city
for the past year. Pitt Ross telephoned to The Citizen office, at 3:50 this
afternoon, that the rainfall was .6 of
an Inch for twenty minutes.

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

VAUDEVILLE AT CASINO,
COMMENCING SATURDAY
The management of the Casino announced today that commencine with
Saturday (hey will give the patrons of
tne casino two weeks of the best vau
devllle performances ever seen in this
city.
The famous Keiths, of the Keith
Orpheum circuit of New York and
Han Francisco, have been secured.
The troupg.compiises nine actors, who
are all stars,, and the Casino natrons
will have the pleasure of seeing the
uest vaudeville actors In the country,
It was possible to secure these line
performers, as they will Btop-ofhere
on their way to the coast. They will
appear one week at Las Vegas, two
weeks at the Casino here and one
week at El Paso. They will then pro
ceed to ba;n Francisco for the winter.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write Jor Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST
11

WHITNEY COMPANY
South First Street

M3-U5--

IS STILL RAGING

CHOLERA

40MQ3 North Fin Street

imvwiwuom

Berlin, Sept. 5 An official bulletin,
Just issued, announces that from noon
yesterday eleven fresh cases of cholera and one death had been reported,
making a total of seventy-sevecases
and twenty-foudeaths.

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

n

pally, like

The territorial fair Is comln':
You'll see who keeps things rollln
then;
All haulin, sprlnklln' will be done
By the Albuquerque Transfer men.

A

j,g

E

F

....Matteucci.

ling.

Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
IM
PORTED GOODS A 8PECIALTY.

John S. Beaven

Call at No. 624 West Tljeraa Ro
Automatic Phone 103.
Old Telephone 276.

v

Both phones.

HARDWARE;

A

&

free-burnin- g

MERCHANTS c
The only Short Order Lunch
Room in the City. Fine Coffee

P. Lommor L--

The Clarkville coal we sell princithe Father of Hla Country,
aaa a reputation second to none, and
you know, if you're tried it, that it's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qualfrom impurities, its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely in every ton leaving our
rard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-

r

aSpecaky.

J

1

PRUSSIAN TOWNS

IN

E. J. POST & CO,
WHOr.KSAL.I0 AND RKTAIL
HA R
FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

13

WAR K

STUDEBAKERS'
More Studebaker

Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

Tiresome, Isn't
chopping

JM
5

Boy's New Fall Suits

its record.

RAIN IN GOOD FASHION

bowl

It, to get down the
and knife and prepare

But the tiresome method is out of date.
Cem

3

Send your boy back to hit studies In new clothes. Helps out a lot,
gives a sense of "something doing," quite different from the "go
as you please" vacation feeling. We are already, too.

NOT AN

Corbet & Collins, the well known
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
civil, irrigation and mining engineers, SEPTEMBER 23.
adwith offices at Santa Fe, have an
vertisement in today's Citizen to which
IVES, THE FLORIST.
attention is called. This firm Is one
Fresh Cut Flowers.
In
leading
in
of the
ones
the teirltory
to
all
do
its line, and is prepared
kinds
of engineering, contract work, such
as installing mining plants, building
roads, Irrigating canals, etc.

10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

Ask For Dutchess Trousers

Most Time for the School
Bells to Ring Once More

Ra kin it Pnnrlpr

Chop I Chop I Chop I

THE GUARANTEE

5, 1905.

will represent
.
.

TEAD THE WORLD.

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS

TUESDAY, 8EPT.

Food Choppe

better

with

but

r and do it
little labor. -- The
kinds 'of food in

Gem chops all
coarse, medium nr fi
sired. Useful in the preparation of substant'ials and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.

E.

SSL
J. TOST
tlbuquerqut.

CO..

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
l'UO.MlT OKLIVhitV ON KVhltV ITltCHASK

2J5 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

